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. INTRODUCTION 

I ~ 

A. STATEMENT· OF PROBLEM 

It is now well established ·t;hat many-mammalian cellular and viral 

·tiiRNAs terminate in polyadenylic_acid:r:poly(A)] 50-250 nucleotides l~ng. 

Cellula:r ~As have been shown to_ acq~ir~ poly(A) sequences by· post-· · 

transcriptional addition •. : Simil~rly, the_ m..llli~s of viruses which replicate 

in the ·nucleus and: p-f at.least C)ne virus_··~hich replicates in the ~ytoplasm 

also acquire poly(A)_ sequences by. post-transcriptional mechanisms. However, 

~ the mechanism by .which the mRNA of many other cytoplasmic viruses becomes 

polyadenylated is no~ well understood. 

It has been shown-that the adenosine· analog cordycepin inhibits the 

replication of some viruses but not others. In view of evidence that 

cordycepin preferentially inhibits nontranscriptve poly(A) synthesis. i~ 

animal cells it has been suggeste4.that resistance of viral replication 

to cordycepin niay indicate a· transcriptive Jnode of polyadenylation of 

viral mRNAs. 

The genome RNAs of picornaviruses, which also serve as mRNA in the 

host cell, hav~ been shown.to contain poly(~). ·a£ the picornavi~uses, 
'\ 

human rhinovirus type 14 (HRV-14). ~A was: sho1:·m to have a poly(A) content 

apparently higher than: other picornaviruses~ HRV-14 replication had 

also been shown to be inhibited by cordycepin.while poliovirus replication 

had' been reported to be res;Lstan't or only moderately sensitive" to 

cordycepin. Additional evidence indicated that nearly 50% of HRV-14 poly(A) 

1 



· _ sequences might· be synthesized ·earlier than the r·emainirig viral RNA 

sequences, su.ggesting that P.reformed.poly(~) sequences-might be ligated 

2 

. to the viral RNA. In contrast.,· ~owever, there ·was evidence that poly·(A)' 

. -sequences on poliovirus. RNA were. tr~nscribed. from a complimentary. poly(U) 

sequence. Therefore, there was a ·significant possibility that HRV-14 and 

poliovirus mRNAs were po~;:adenylated. by different mechanisms. · 

This. study was undertaken to first more fuily characterize the 
I . • 

:Poly(A): sequences of HRV-14 RNA, second to confirm the differential effect 

of.cordycepin on the replication pf HRV-14 and poliovirus,' third ·to 

determine the :tnechansim by which cordycepin inhibited HRV-14 replication; 

and .finally., to determine· if the· .genomes · of both: rhinovirus and poliovirus 

are_ polyadenylated by similar ~~chanisms. 

B., . R,EVlEW· OF THE RELATED LJ:TER,ATURE: : 

In 1960 Edmonds and Abrams first discribed an enzyme from calf thymus 

nuclei that catalyz~d t];le ·addition of AMP residues to· the 3' end of a 

' . 
variety of :RNAs and oligonucleotides .(23). Little ·significance was 

attached to that finding siilce. polyadenylic acid fpoly(A)·] sequences in 

RNA were unkno"t-m. In 1~66 Hadjisvassiliou and· Brawerman reported an_ · 

.adenylate rich polynucleotide associated with RNA released from rat liver 

polysomes (38) .• However, no conn~c tion ~ .. ms established between the 

adenylate rich polynucleotide and mRNA .. Edmond:s and Carmela in. 1969 -(24) 

showed by selection on poly(dT) cellulose that. heter_ogeneous. nuclear RNA 

(hnRNA) from. Erlich a·scites cells contained a significant portion of 

. poly(A). They concluded however that the poly(A) was confined mainly · 

to the nucleus (24) • About the same time Lim and Ca.n,ellakis demonstrated 

an AMP rlch sequence on 9S globin·messenger -RNA (mRNA) released.from. 
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rabbit reticulocyte polysomes (54) • 

. The bio~ogi.cal importance of poly(A) was unknown until Kates 

and Beeson found that vaccinia virus cores which can ·~ranscribe. · · 
. . 

viral DNA into RNA were capab.le of promoting synthesis of viral. mRNA with . 

poly(A)-· ~equences. attac.hed. -(46) ~ They also found that vaccinia RNA in· 

infected cells_contained poly(A) and subsequently found poly(A) attached 

· to uninfected cell mRNA (45) o · These studies· finally led to experiments 

· which eventually established that poly(A). is covalently attached. ·to/ the 

-3' end of both hnRNA and mRNA {19,25 ,51).· 

Since 1971, it. ·has been well e.stablished. that many mammalian . RNAs 

contain. p.oly(A) ·sequences 50-25 .. 0 nucleotides ·long (53, 109) • Poly(A) 

has also been found in mRNAs from plants (37) , ·yeast C39) and bacteria 

(102) •.. Messenger RNAs of practic~lly all mammalian viruses also contain 

poly(A) (3,4,33,44,46,67) with the exception of-reovirus .(108). 

Considering. the large variety of systems in which to study poly(A) and 

th~ great amount of research that has been carried out on the various 

aspects ~f poly(A) ·synthesis and function~ it is surprising that the 

mechanisms by which poly(A) is synthesized is still po_orly understood and 

it~ biolog_ical function remains unknown. · 

Once the.study of poly(A) began in depth, it was quickly shown that 
. . . 

the mRNA of mammalian·cells and viruses maturing in the·nucleus appear 

. to acquire poly(A) in the nucleus via a non-transcriptive ·mechanism 

(4,19 ;107). Darned!. et · al. sholved that actinomycin D ·(act-D) inhibited 

DNA-dependant RNA synthesis within a .few ridnutes after addition to a 

cell culture but had no effect on poly{~) synthesis du~in,g the following 

two minutes .{25). It·was also shown that adenovirus mRNA synthesized in 
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the -nucleus of infected cells contained-poly(A); however the adenovirus 

genome DNA was shown to contain _-no_poly(dA:dT) which ~ight code.for 

poly(A) (77 ,-107) -•. Additional studies using the· adenosine anal_og. 

cordycepin (3'deoxyadenosine) have given further :proof -~hat poly(A) is 

added onto hnRNA .a~d mRNA by -a _non-transcriptive mechanism. Cordycepin 

inhibited nucleolar synthesis ,of rRNA by-acting as a chain terminator .but 

had no effect on the nucleoplasmic synt:hesis of hnRNA(74). Although 

cordycepin failed_ to inhibit hnRNA synthesis, it has been shown to 

,inhibit . the ._synthesis of poly(A) (18., 63) , and prevent newly ma~e · mRNA 

from_ app~aring in the cy~oplasm (2). These-. observations all indicate 

that poly(A) ·is synthesized.post-transcriptionally_by a mechanism· 

separate from the-transcription ~f hnRNAand_mR;NA. The or:iginal 

observation that poly(A) polymerase (term:lnal ad·enylate transferases) 

exist in mammalina cells (23)' aiso suppo!ts the theory of post~ 

transcriptional addition of poly(A); however,. no evidence· has.yet been 

. presented 1:~hich directly links any of the- ·known poly(A) _polymerases with 

poly(A) synthesis.irt-vivo. 

Polyadenylation of_mRNA has also been shown to occur in the cytoplasm 

(21,95). :Pre-existing mRNAs of sea urchin embryos have been shown ·to b,e-

polY:a.denylated ~1fter ferti~ization -(9'5) •. r-n· addition, there app·ear to· be 
.- . 

enzyme(s) insensitive_ to cordy'cepin which .are capable of elongating 

pr~viously synthesized poly(A) in- the nucieus· ~nd- --~ytoplasm (21) ~ 

- 1<tanillla.lian viruses which repl~c?te in the cy~oplasm ;.~_lso synthesize 

·roRNAs which contain poly(A). sequences. Vaccinia virus ml~NA, as already 
. ; 

mentioned, contains poly(A) (46) .· The poly(A) ·is apparently ·synthesized 

pos.t-trariscriptionally·_by a virion enzyme distinct from the viral 
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transcriptaa~ (66,90). The tnRNAs.of. other cytoplasmic viruses also· 
. . . . 

are ·synthesizec1. by vir ally specified· en:zymes. '(88) > However,_ .~here is 

no .solid evidence.that polyadenylation of these viral RNAs.occur solely 

by post-transcriptional additi_on.. Post-transcriptional addition of-

poly(A) to the mRNA ·of cytoplasrid,c RNA viruses. was first postulated by 

Marshall and Gillespie since they-were .unable to~ detect. any poly(U) tracts 

in-th~ genome of several of these viruses (61). This may not.hold true 

for ali cytoplasmic.viruses. Poly(A) _synthesis by vesicular stomatitis 

virus '(VSV) infected L-ce.ll extracts .-was shown to be coupled to viral· RNA 

transcri.pti.on (31) • VSV ;t_s a sing.l.e~:stranded · RNA virus which .contains 

a virion associated tra~scriptase .· (ll) . This transcriptas~ caq be 

ac~~vated in-vitro by detergent treatment of isolated virions·and in 

the presencti. of all four nucleoside triphosp]:ui t-e~- synthesizes mRNA which -

contains covalently bound poly(A.) ~ However, .poly(A). is ·not synthesized 

unless all four nucleoside triphosphates. al?e ·present suggesting that VSV 

poly(A) synthesis is· coupled· to ·transcription(29)~ Even though this 

evidence s_uggests a t:r::anscr·iptiye_ mode of VSV polyadenylation, lack of 

.det~ctable poly(U)- sequences in. the genome RNA (27, 61) might indicate that 

the.need for concomitant RNA_synthesis·only reflects a .need for an 

appropriate primer. 

Evidence. for a transcriptive mode of poli(A). synthesis has been 

presented f·or poliovirus and Semliki Forest v-;irus (83,116)·~ Poliovirus 

genome RNA al-so serves as mRNA. (plus stral)d_ RNA) in host cells and 

contains a· poly(A) _sequence covalently attB:c·hed to its 3' end consisting 

of approximately 90 adenylic acid residues (3,114). Yogo and Wimmer 

first-. presented evidence that· poliovirus _po1y(A): ~ight be transcribed 
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when they showed that poliovirus.double-stranded replicative form (RF) 

RNA contains a poly(U) sequence (115,117). They first reported _that it 

was located at the 3' end of the complimentary RNA strand ·(minus-strand) 

(115) but later showed it was at the 5' end and therefore available to 

serve as a template for poly(A) transcription (117). Subsequently it 

was reported that poly(U) sequences were also present on minus-strand 

of the replicative intermidate (RI) RNAs (99,116). Spector and 

·Baltimore have shown that viral RNA synthesized.in vitro by crude viral 

polymerase complexes also contains poly(A) (98) and Dorsh-Haslet·et·al 

shmved that poliovirus polymerase complex purified away from cellular 

terminal adenylate ·transferase. activity still synthesizes poliovirus 

RNA .containing poly(A) · (22). Therefore they proposed that biosynthes.is 

of poliovirus poly(A) occurs by transcription~ Recently poly(U) 

sequences were also isolated from the minus~strand component of semliki 

fore~t virus RI RNA species (83). Semliki forest vir~s genome RNA also 

functions as mRNA in host cells and contains 3' terminal poly(A) segment 

which may be transcribed from the poly(U) strand on the-..various RI 

~Rt:r:ciTli). --------

As mentioned before cordycepin preferentially inhibits·de·novo 

non-transcriptiv~ poly(A) synthesis in mannnalian cElls (18,63). 

R·esistance or sensitivity of virus replication and poly(A) .synthesis to 

cordycepin ~as suggested as evidence for a transcriptional or non-

transcriptional mechanism of polyadenylation. There was some limited 

evidence to support this proposal. VSV replication and poly(A) 

synthesis had been shown to be resistant to cordycepin (27) which 

cor·responds to the evidence suggesting transcription of VSV poly(A) 



,: ~ . ' . i{·· . ~· ' 
·: ' '~ 

.. 
(29 ~~1) .• :Conversely'. cordycepin inhib~ts. the replication of . Newcastle 

d:J...sease v:irus.;Sendai. ·virus, RNA tumor v~ruses and vaccinia virus ·which 

appear to. acquire _:poly(A) seq~ences ·. no~--tra.nscriptively · (44 ,-60, 81) •. · 

Recent ey:idence.however, in~icates ~hat resistance .or sensitivity to 
' . . . . . ' 

cordycepin may not be· a vaLid indication o~ .transdr·iptiv-e or ~on-
. ' . 

t:ranscriptiv·e ;polyadenylation. Maale et al ·have· ~ho_wn that cordycepin · 

triphosp~t:e. (3' dATP) inhibits. cellular RNA polymerase 'II·. as well as 

' -,_ ... ::po~y{4~'"'-.'pojymer<!_~e (56) .• · 
I. . - .. 

Cordy~e·pin. al~o ·tnhibit~s. vaccin.ia RNA 

polymerase . .and vaccirtia poly(A)~ polymerase (72). 
J " ' :~ 

'Iheref.or.e; .. ~.t appears· that .while· most cellular RNA qecomes 

polyade~y.lated ~Y post-:tran~criptional mechanisms, the mechanisms by 

· wh.~ch mes.sengers of cytoplasmic viruses. are polyadenyl?ted are varied 

and not c.ompl.etely understood. . They· 'do, however provide ~xcellerit · 

·systems .for :continued investiga~ion into the relationship. between RNA 

~--~--~-~nthesi;s .and. poly(~) synthesis. irt vivo and. i~ ··vitro. 

Alth~gll soine pxog~.ess 'has. been made '''in eluci~_ating the mechanism 

7 

of . polyadeny1a,tion of ~As; no definitive function for the polyadenylation 

of RNA has been dis·cdvered. A. tr.ari~lat'ional function .of. poly(A) can be· 
• .>-' 0 '-'.I ~ 0 ... ..;-----· ' 

__:....----- C• ... . ' 

~ ruled out --.sin.ce poly lysin~ . is not found .in. proteins wh~se inRNAs contain 

poly(A). Poly(A) was originally· thought . to play an ·important -role in 
·~.. . . . . . 

the ~ranscri,ption, pro~essing and transport. o.f mRNA since inhibition -of 
- . ,· . . ' . ; .·' 

": . . •' .. : ~~ . 
. ' 

. poly(A) · syn~hesis ~'iso· inhibited .tho·s~ fuiictions (2,18, 63,77). However'· 

it was so.on.found ·that histone mRNA does not-contain poly(A) yetis 

synthes.i:zed .and transported as eff:ectivel~ as mRNAs: with.·poly(A) · (1, 75). 
. . . . : . 

More .. :re•cen't s~tudies. have shown that almost 30% of Hela cell- mRNAs lack 

poly(:A) (6"5) ~ .A s.imilar. observation :has been made in sea. urchin .embryos . 

-: 
l 
I 
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(71}. . These. observations along with the· existence of the large _ _. 
' r • ' ' 

' . . . . 

number· of viral mRNAs which are synthe~ized.· in the cytoplasm and 

contain poly(A) "(S~) argue against ·processi_ng and transport as -.the sole 

functions of poly(A). 

The existence of a- large fra~tion of_ mRNA lack~ng poly(A) also · 

argues against poly(A) being requi~ed f~r _ translation. · ·In vitro 

·translation.studies of deadenylated mRNA indicates·that.·in~·vitro, at 

Iea5t, mRNA~ without poly(A) are . translat-ed. a~most equally as well as · 

m.RNAs wi_th poly(A) (12,68,111). However, ~ne tra~slat~on study of 

deadenylated mRNAs_showed -that inXenopus oocytes· the eff.iciency.of 
. ' . ' ', . ·. ' ' . . . - . . 

t_ranslation of rabbit globin mRN.t\. which had the poly(A) removed decline 

much more rapidly than mRNA with poly(A) (42). · However~ another study 

showed that in deve16ping.sea urchin embryos inhibition of polyadeny-' ' . -

lation of maternal mRNAs ·in ··vivo does not prevent their translation (64) • 
' ---- -

Another ·obvious role for the presence of poly(A) is one of. stabilizing 

mRNA. Lim-and Ganellakis noted· a correlation_ between the -size of p-oly(A) 
- ' 

. ' . ' 

and of the messenger_~ ~hic_h carri.ed.- it and_ suggested that poly(A). size 

~:ge' ~f~~A~54) •. siieit1eSS and D.irnell demonstrated 

that the _poly(A) of Hela cell cytoplasmic mRNA-becomes shorter with age 
. . 

(89). Studies with mou'se L cell· mRNAs suggest ho-vtever the half-life of 

me.ssenger RNA is not dependant on the leng-th of its poly (A) chaj_n; i .·e. 
. . ' --

m~lliAs with short and .lo~g poly (A) sequenc·es have "the_ same probabi.li ty of 

being.degraded (75). Stifl other evidence-indicates that in some 

systems poly(A)- may $-erye a··· protecti~e-- pi1rpose. _ Herpes virus mRNA 

co~t:aining poly(A) appears· to. be ~ore :··stable. than mRNA without poly(A) 
. . . . . · .. ,. 

(94) .. - There have also been reports showing that poly(A) .stabilizes RNA 
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,against . 3 ,. terminal "B,Na,se acti-vity (40)"~ ,' 

· A few· ~ther interesti.ng.·.observations. concex:ning poly{~)-· have been 
. . 

·made •. Kwan and Brawerman· have reported.·a particle,· probably pro.tein~ 

which specifically b.inds. to ~oly.(A) , in ·mRNA .isolated· from· polysomes (50) , 

Jeffery and Brawerman have . show poly(A) sequences. to· be. associated·. with 

other nucleotide sequences of.· its adjac~~t -mRNA when isolated from 

polysomes ·. (43) • Both findi~gs s_uggest ·parti~ipation of . poly(A) . in 

determining secondary structure·of mRNA. 

All· of the above findi~gs indic~-re ·.that poly(A) ·may be involv-ed in 

the maturation,. tran~port·,. stabilization and translation of' some 

·----~~ mefssenger RNAs. Poly(A) does not, however; .·appear to· be essential for 

any of these functions aJ?-d no one essentiai· function.f.or .poly(A) in all 

polyadenylated RNl\s ·has· yet :been fo~_nd. 

·As mentioned previously·cytopl~smic_viruses p:r;ovide a wide variety 

of systems· in which to st11dy .the .-relations-hip of RNA synthesis to 
• ' ·. '1,, 

poly~ S}''_ltt.h~sis. irt. vivo and. iiLvitro •. 'fh.e simplest of· these viral 
.·· ~-- ..... 

~-~systems to study is that of the picornavit.uses. 'A!norig picornaviruses 

poly(A) has been·foun~ in the genbmes of.poliovi"Fus· (3~114), .rhi'novirus 

(58, 70) ·, me~govirus (100), ericephalomyocarditis- virus (EMC) (35):, ·and 

Columbia S·K virus· (44). The.picornaviruses provide an excellent . . 

. . 

system for studying the polyaderiylation of cytoplasmic· mRNA for· 

sever0~- . rea~ons··; (a) ·.the replication c;ycle of· these. viruses has been 
~-'---···.·,~·--~----.'···'· .... ·.< . 

. . . . . 

tho-roughly. s~udied, (see appendix) .. (b) ()nly .. one mRNA is synthesized, 

(c) ·the ·v~ral.gen~e als~· ~erves ~s' the·virai ~A and is therefore 

infectious and, (d) ~he variety of subgr~ups .within the ~-icornaviruses 

may provide a· source of variation ·in poly(A). content~ mechani·sms. of 
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acquir~ng poly(A) sequences; and functions of poly(A) ·on cytoplasmic 

mRNAs. 

Most thoroughly studied of the· picornaviruses is. poliovirus. The· 

poliovirus gename contains at its 3~ end a poly(A) sequence approximately· 

90 nucleotides l~ng · (Il4) ._ As. discussed. above poliovirus double-stranded 

RF RNA and RI RNA both contain· a poly(U) sequence at. the·· 5' end of the · 
I 

complimentary (minus) .strand. (9.9, 116, 117) , which ~uggests a possible 

transcriptive ~ode of poliovirus poly(A) synthesis. Further support 

/ of this assumption has come from the studies.showing that viral-specific 
' ~~\· . 

RNAs synthesized by crude polymerase .complexes also-contain poly(A) 

sequences, indicating.thg~ the replication_ complex-is the· site of ·viral 

po~Y.(A) synthesis (22,98). 

Spector and Baltimore have shown a critical.bio~ogical function 

for poliovirus poly(A) (96). Removal of the poly(A)·by digestion with 

ribonuclease H results in a lB:rge decrease in the infectivity of the 

viral RNA. They have also shown that there. is no detec·table viral RNA 

sy~t~e:_sis iJ?- cel_ls·infected with deadenylated viral RNA. However:' there· 

appears to be no loss of transiation capability·in·vitro (101)~ 

indicating that poliovirus·poly(A) niay play a role in penetration of 

·.-.t:he viral RNA into the cell or an ·important· regulatory role at an early 

step in the replication o_f the BNA •. 

·_Similar observations .. · conc~rri.ing the necessity of ·a poly(A) sequence 

for infectivity of· picornavirus RNAs _have.been made with EMC virus. EMC 

viral RNAs lac:: king. or containin'g only short· segments of . poly (A) were 

isolated by their inability to bind to oligo(dT)-cellulose. These poly(A) 

defic-ient ·RNAs.· ~1ere found to have a specif~c infectivity ·zoo ·times less 
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·than EXC RNA wi·th. full le11gth poly(A) ··sequences:_ (35 ,41), · 

Nair and Owens first.dem.onstrated·poly(A) on huinan rhinovirus type 

14 (HRV.-14) RNA (70) • Subsequently, others studied the poly(A) content. 

of human_·rhinovirus type f (HRV-2) RNA (58,5-9). Several characteristics 

of· the poly(A) of rhinovirus RNA appear to be different from what has · 

been observed for the poly(A) of poliovirus RNA~ HRV..:14 ~A appears 

.to have a poly(A) content significantly higher than that_of poliovirus 

.RNA and HRV-14 may synthesize up to.50% of. its poly(A) sequences 

before the rest of the viral RNA (1) ~· :. Cordycepin has also been shm ... rn 

to inhibit HRV-14 replication. (1) while p'oliovirus has been re_ported to 

be resistant or only moderately s~nsitive to cordycepin .(52,115) ·• The. 

----::f:b~ai 'arid ·-p~obably the most significant .difference between rhino,;irus 

and· poliovirus is _an, ·observatio·n made by. Maenav$ht~n and Dimmock that 

HRV-2 RF and Rl RNAs do not ·contain poly(U) . (58) • · 



MATERIALS AND 11E.THODS 

A. ME'mODS. 

1. Cells and Virus: 

Calf serum...;adapted HeLa.cell line (Flow Laboratories~ Inc., 

catalog no. 0-26340) :was used througho~t the· co~rse of this study' except 

for certain experiments .so noted where S-3· HeLa cells (Grand Island 

Biologi~cal Co._., catalog: no •. H-3001) ~ere us~d.- _Cells were ·grown in 

monolayer: ·Cultures at -37°C in Eagle •·s· mii1inial: essential medium. (MEN) 

containing .5% ·calf serum,. 100 units penicillin, _100 118 ·neomycin, and 
. ' 

2. s· pg .fungizon.e per ml. .Human rhinovirus type ·14 ·~ .. :puliovir.us· type 2 

and antiserum-specific for these viruses ~ere·obtB:fned f~om the National 

Institutt:.e of Allergy and Infectionus .Diseases, Bethesda, MD. .Virus 

stocks and purified virus used in dlfferent. experiments were .checked 

for viral contamination by neutralization with specific antisera. · 

~- 2.- ·virus growth and Purification: 

Confluent monolayers of HeLa cells. were infected· w1.th ei.ther 

purifLed virus or harvest fluid from infected cells (see below) by 

allowing virus to attach to ·cells .at ro·om temp-erature for 0.5 ·h. 
----~---c-·~_·_,_-::.::..~,-- -· -· 

Unadsorbed virus .~as .~hen removed and . the monolayers washed once with 

phosphat~e buffered ·saline (PB-S) without ca+ + or Mg+ +. HRV~l4 infected 

cells were .incubated at 34°C and _poTiovirtis:. infected cells at 37°C, in 

MEM., ~,.hen inf,ection .was complete,- virus .was harvested and purified 

according to t!he procedure described by Nair and Owens (70) •. Briefly, 

12 
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virus was released from the cells by-three rounds of fr~eze-thawing 

_ in m:M, followe~ by forcing the lysate- through· a 26 guage needle. The 

lysate was then clarified. by lc::>w:speed centrifugation. _The supernatant, 

called harvest fluid (HF) ·was ~ither frozen at -70°C for use as stock 

virus for infections or further processed-to p~epare·sucrose purified 
\ 

v:trus. :rurific-ation was accomplished by pelleting the virus from the 

_HF by centrifugation at 90,000 x gat 4°C for 4.h. The Pellet was 

suspended in 0.02 M Tris-HCl buffer pH 7.5 and sedimented through a 5% 

~o 25% .(w/w) sucrose gradient in the above .buffer at 70,000 x g at 4 °C 

. for 2 h. Tht: gradients were then fr~ctionated by -p~ping from _the 

bottom and 1. 0 ml fractions collected. Using radio labeled virus, peak 

virus fractions were determ~ned by counting 10 ·111 aliquots. Viral 

fractions were then pooled and di~li~ed~gain~t the appropriate b~ffer 

depend~ng on· how· the virus was to be used; In later experiments gradient 

fractions corresponding to the relative location of virus, the peaks were 

routin~ly:pooled without counting each gradient fraction. When high_· 

titer virus was necessary ·for infection or for RNA extr·act:Lon,- virus was 

concentrated:, after dialysis, to the appropriate volume by placing· the 

dialysis pag in polyethylene glycol 20,000. Virus purified by sucrose 

·gradient centrifugation was stored at 70°C. 

3. Preparation of Labeled Virus:_ 

HeLa ~ell monolayers were infected with either HRV-14 or polio~ 

virus at a multiplicity of infection (NOI) of ~ -10 unless otherwise 

noted. Cultures were then incubated-in MEH containing 20 liCi/ml of 

either [ 3H] adenosine· (_[3H]AR), [3H] Uridine (_[3I-l]UR,),or carrier-free [3 2p]..:. 

label~d phosphoric acid unless otherwise stated in the figure legends. 
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In some experiments where viral RNA was labeled with I3 2p]-phosphoric 

acid, cultures w~re incubated in the presence of phosphate free MEM. 

~Dliovirus. infected cultures were harvested at 9 h post infection (p.i.) 

and HRV-14-infected cultures at 16 h p.i. Virus. was then purified as 

described above. 

4. Extraction of Viral. RNA: 

Virus purified by sucrose gradient centrif.ugation in TNE buffer 

(~01 M Tris-HCl pH 7.2, 0.1 M NaCl and .01 M EDTA) was extracted at 

room temperature with an equal volume of. a 1:1 (v/v) mixture of phenol 

and chloroform in the presence of 0.5% sodium deodecyl sulfate (SDS) (76) 

and carrier yeast RNA ( .unf.tactii.b.nated: yeast RNA) . The. aqueous phase 

was then reextracted two additional ti~es with phenol-chloroform.· The 

final aqueous phase was made 0.2 M with respect to NaCl and the. RNA 

precipitated with two volumes of ethanol at ~20°C for at least 4 h. ~~A 

preparations v1ere routinely stored in alcohol at -20°C until used. 

5. Determination~ poly(A) _Content by Digestion "Y.rith Pancreatic 

pl~.s Tl R:Lbonu.cleases: __ ,_ --- -------
Radiolabeled viral RNA samples to be analysed were precipitated· 

from alcohol and dis solved . in R.L\las~ buffer (_; 01 }f' Tris-:-HCl pH 6,: 0 ~ 2. M KCl) • 

RNase resistance was determined by incubating the. RNA at 37°C in the 

prese·nce of 50 units/ml Tl. RNase and 10 11g/ml pancreatic. RNase (1). 

, After 0.5 h incubation, acid-insoluble radioactivity was precipitated 

with 10% trichloroacetic acid (TCA) at 4°C for 15 min. Precipitates 

were then collected on nitrocellulose membrane filters (Hillipore Corp. 

type HA, 0. 45 lJ) ·washed \-lith five 2. 0 ml aliquots of 5% TCA and dried 

at 70'°C for 0.5 h. Radioactivity ~vas measured by scintillation counting 
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(see below) • . Total acid· precipit~ble radioactiv:l..ty ·was measur.ed in 

the same way, however, without RNase ~igesti.on of RNA samples. 

· 6. 10% Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis of ·Poly(A) Sequences · 

Isolated from Viral RNA: 

[ 3H]AR labeled ·. poliovir~s RNA and . 3 2P-labeled HRV-14 RNA were 

mixed· and digested with pancreatic and Tl RNases· as described above. 

15 

After incubation, the digest: was ··made 0. 01 H in EDTA and 0. 5% in SDS and 
' ' ' 

reextracted with phenol..;chloroform. _ .The RNase resis~ant RNA was then· 

precipitated with' two volumes of alcohol in.the presence -of 1 A260 units 

of yeast tRNA. 

Preparation of acrylamide gels and electrophoresis of poly(A) were 
' . 

by the method of Pinder and Gratzer ·.(78) . The precipitate contain~ng 

poliovlrus and HR.V-14 poty(A)s·was dissolved in 25 111 of· electrophoresis 

'buffer (0.05_ M Tris~HCl, pH 7- .4) and mixed with an equal volume of a 
. . ' 

solution containing 0.05% ~rom-]?henol Blue and 50% sucrose in 

electrophoresis· b~ffer and: laye~ed .on ·a ·o.s x 5.5· em cyl:lndrical 

·polyacrylamide gel containing ·10% ~- acrylamide, 0.1% N' -methylenebisacry-

(' 

lanl;i . .de (~IS), 0.1%· ammonium .. p.ersulfat~, and 0.1% N,~-,N' ,N' tetramethylethyl-

enediamine (TEMED) ln electrophoresis. buffer • 

. . :--- · Elettrophoresis was for 110 iniri. at 5mA/gel. Immediat-ely after 

'electrophoresis, gels were scanned. at 254·nm. using an ISC~.gel -scanner 

to determine the position of the 48 tRNA. The gels were theri. 

·fractionated into 1-mm slices using a home. made ·gel slicer consisting of 

stacked razor blades. The gel_ sli_ces wer~ placed. in scintillation vials 

and solubil_ized with 30% H202 (o·. 25 ml/ slice) at 80°C for -_3 h. Ten mls 

of counting fluid vre~.e added to ·each vial and radioactivity measured in 
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a Beckman LS2.30 Liquid Scintillati.on Spectrometer using the half Tritum 

· .. .-; isoset for measur~ng [ 3H] -poliovirus poly(A) and . the variable ""'"~-~oset 

set at 300-1000 for measur~ng I3 2p]-HRV-14 poly(A) radioactivity. 

7. Determination of the:_ Fraction of Poly(A)-Containin.g RNA and Poly(A)-

Lacking RNA by Poly(U)-Sepharose Chromatography: 

Poly(U) -Sepha:t;ose 4B columns were prepared according t·o the 

manufacturer's directions. 200 _mgs of Poly(U)-Sepharose 4B,. equivalent 

to· "" 1·. 0 ml of swollen gel, were swollen. in 5 ml of 1. 0 M NaCl pH 7. 5 

for 5 min. The slurry was poured into a pasteur pipet plu_gged with 

glass wool and washed "tvith 20 ml of 0 • .1 M NaCl pH 7. 5. It was then 

rinsed with 20 ml of distilled water and finally equilibrated with 20 ml 

of NETS buffer (0.01 M Tris-HCl pH 7.2, 0.1 M NaC.l, 0.01 11 EDTA and 0.2% 

SDS). Binding and elution of viral RNAs were done according to the 

method of Eiden and Nichols (30) .• Viral RNA in 1. 0 ml NETS buffer was 

applied to the column. The column was then washed wi.th 5.0 ml of NETS 

buffer to elute "Unbound" RNA. The column was next washed with ·6.0 ml. 

of_ glass-distilled water to elute the poly(A) -containing "Bound" RNA. 

Fraction~-~ (1. 0 ml) . were collected and the radioactivity profile 

ned. The remaining "Unbound" fractions and "Bound" fractions 

were pooled and the RNA precipitated with two volumns of alcohol. 

8. Digestio~ of RNA with Polynucleotide Pl~osphorylase: 

· HRV-14 viral RNA was digested with polynucleotide phosphorylase 

in a reaction mixture containing [ 3H]AR vi~al RNA, 100 mg purified 

yeast &~A and 500 mg polynucleotide phosphorylase per ml of buffer 

(O.os·M Tris--ll'C1pH 8.0, 0.015 .M MgC1 2 and 0.01 M KH 2P04) (91,111). 

Incubation was for 2 min or 10 min at 37°C. The control mixture from 
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which the· e~zyril~ was·. omitted .was also. incubated ·for 10 'J;nin .- ·The 

reac·tion was stopped with· 0. 5% SDS and NaCl was added to .a final 

. concentration of .0.1 ».·: The RNA was then extra.eted with pheno1-C.hlo·roform . 

and precipitated with alcohol. ·as described· above~ 

9.. Determination. of· Cordycepin Sensitivity of Virus Reptication: .· 

Replicate monolayer cultures cont:airiing ~pproximately ·1q_6 

cells/culture in ~~5 mm culture dishes .were infected with HRV-14 ·or· 

poliovirus at a MOI of ~ .·10.. After virus adsorption' for 0.5 h at room 

temperat"Qre, unadsorbed virus was removed and each culture washed with·-. 

4.0 ml of .PBS. (lml/wash). · T·o- pairs of ·cultures 1.0 ml of_ MEM contairtihg 

various concentrations of cordycepin ... was. added ·as indica ted :ln ·the 

figures, legends, or a Single concentration ·of coy;dyc~pin was added at 

various times post. infections. HRV--14 infected cultures were incubated 

·at 34°C for 9 h and polio~irus. infected cultur.es at 3J°C for 6 h •. After 

incubation the cultures were frozed at -20°C. Virus was released from 

~ultur~s by three cycles. of freezing and ·thawing and by forcing the. 
' ' 

resulting. lysate through a 26. gauge syringe needle. V,irus yiel~ was 
-- ~·· 

det _i.m~inEii('hy- plaque ·a-ssay (see below) • 

10 •. Plaque Assay: 

__ A .. modification of the procedure used by ·Nair. and Lonberg-Holm 

(69) was used for determining virus tite~s. .Serial 10--fold dilutions. 

-· 

.of virus were made in MEM .. Duplicate 0~4 mt aliquots of the appropriate 

diiutions were added. to HeLa ·cell mono layers in 60 mm culture dishes 

which were· then incubated for 0.5 h at room terperature. Unadsorbed 

virus was·removed ~nd the tnonolayers were then washed _with 2 ml of PBS 

and overlayed .with MEM containing 0.35% .Io11:agar and 0.2% DEAE dextran. 

·. "· 
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· HRV...:.I4 infected· cul~ures were incubated at 34 °C ·for three to four days~ 
1,' 

and poliovirus· ·inf.ect_ed cuitures .incub~ted wt 37°C for two days for plaque · 
. . . . 

. . 
development. -Plaques_;were-visuaiized by stainip;g·the monolayers with 1% 

_crys·tal violet in 20% ethan9l ~ · · 
' . 

. 11. · Determination of Cordycepin Effect on Virus-Specific RNA Synthesis: 

. Replic~-te cultures in· 7_5-cm2 plastic fl:.asks ·(Corning Glass Works) 
. . '. 

containing approximately -2 x 107 cells/flask were infect-ed with purified 

HRV-14 or poliovirus at. an MOI of = 10 •.. After infec-tion, cultures were 

inctlbated with }!EM and cordycepin was added. to a final.:conceritration of . 

75 _llg/ml -at various ·times_ after infection~ Act.inomyciri D · (act~D) ~vas 

added to a f:i:nal :con·cep.tration ·of 5 11g/~l to all. cultures 1 h prior. to .. 

-labeli_ng_ wfth/[ 3H]AR ·in order to_. inhibit cellular RNA synthesis. Po.liovirus 

. -infected cttltures·were labeled from-3.5 to 4.0 h p.i._ and HRV-14 infected 
' . .· .- . . . . . 

cultures from 8 to 10 h ·p .i·. with I 3H]AR·- (20 11Ci/ml). ~fter labeling, 

the radi9active medium was· remoyed and the cultures were washed twice 
. . 

with 5 ml of PBS._ Th~-; .c~l:Ls. were lysed ·with· an· ac·etate-SDS buffer (0.01 

M ~~~c~~ '6.~, 0.1 M NaCl, 0. 01 M EDTA and O,S% SDS) and the .. 

lysat'e was extracted with an equal voluJ,lle of phenol-chloroform three times 

as described above. The RNA was then precipitc:lted with_alcohol.twice, 

dissolved- in ·nNase buffer (0.01 M Tris·-HCl pH 7 .5,- 0.1 M NaCl, and 0~01 :H 

l-1gC12), incubat~d with <Rl~ase-free DNase-:-1 (1~ 11g/ml) for 0.5 h at 37°C 

an_d reprecipitated with alcohol.· Viral· RNA species were then analyze~ by 

· ---=-- t;··~lyac_ryla_mid.~-agarose ·gel electrophoresis (see below) .-. 

12 •. - 2%_ Polyacrylamide,- 0, 5% Agarose. Gel· Electrophoresis: 

Gels·were prepared.essen~ially.according to the procedure of_ 

Kolias and Dimmock (48) •. Gels· cont·ained .2% acrylamide,. 0.-1% bisacrylamide, 
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10%_ .glycerol,-· .5% _agarose, 0.1% ammonium persulfate, and 0.1% TEMED in· 

Loeni_1;1g electrophoresis "E" buffer (0.039 M Tris-HCl pH 7 .8, 0.03 M-

NaH2~o4 and- .0.01 ~ EDTA). 0.6.x 8 em cylindrical gels were prepared 
- - . 

by_ mixing all. components_of t-he gei excep.t the agarose in 4/? the total 

volume,_ warming the mixtur~ to 50°_C, anq adding.l/5 volume of 2.5% agarose 

-which had been mel ted and cool~d. to 50°.C ~- _ Gels· were then poured while 

still warm into tuQes which h&d ·been s~aled by stret-ching piastic wrap 

over one end. Gels.· were overlayed _with \vater ·and allowed- to poljmerize 

overnight. ·prior -to.use th~ gels were-inverted. to give a·flat surface 

-on which to layer samples. The bottom of _the tube was covered with-
----- -......__ 

diaiysis tubing or a· '.Voven paper cloth (Handywipe towel) to p:r.event the 
• • > • < • 

. gel from slippl:ng out. _ Gels were- pre-elect-rophoresed in -"E" buffer 

containl:ng_ 0.2% SDS for 1 hat 5 ~A/gel. :25:111 sample~ of viral RNAs 

in "E" buffer con.ta_in~ng' 0.2% SDS were mixed with 25 ·11-l of 0.05% Brom-

. ·Phenol Blue, 0.2%- SDS and 50% RNase-free sucrose· in "E" buffer and 
·~ '. 

layer~d- o~· th-=: ··_gels. -Gels .w~re -~t1n at· .5- rnA/gel _for 2. 75 h a-t room 

. t~per~ture~ -the~: '-'slj_ced intO. 1~mxri· sec-t-ions,_ and .two 1-:-mm slices were 

put into each scintillation vi,al.. . Slices were. then solubilized by 
' . ' ·: .. 

:in~~~·:d)ati6;-\iith 30%. H20
2 
:(0~4· ml/vial) :.~or .'-3 h at 80°q:.· ·two drops of. 

-15% ascorbic acid arid 5 ml of counti~g fluid- were. added and :the 

radioactivity in.· the vials counted •. · 

13. Isolation of Viral Intermediate RNA Species from In~ected Cell 

·Cytop_la$~::-'· 

- . . 8 
-Hel..a cell cultures grov.;ing in roller bottles (ru 1 x ·10 

_ cells/bottle) or- flasks (~- 2 x 107- cell/flask). were infected with vitus 

. at a 110I of ~ 10 ~- ·1 h prior to lab_eling; act-·D was added to a final 
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concentration of' 5 ~g/ml. Poliovirus infected cultures were labeled 

from 2.5 to 4 h p.i. and HR.V-14 in.fected cultures 4.to 8 h p.j..-with 

either [ 3H]AR (25 l-!Ci/ml), [3H.]UR (3o...:so pCi/ml) or [ 32P]phosphoric 

acid (100-200 lJC~/ml) • _ After label~~g infected cells were scraped

from the containers and pelleted..at_750 x· g for 5 minutes then 

washed once with 5.0 ml of ice cold PBS and suspended in reticulocyte 

standard buffer -(RBS) (0.01 M Tris-HCl pH 7.3, 0.01 M NaC1, and 0.0015 

M MgC12) at approximately 2 x -107 cells/ml. -After -10 min at 0°C the 

cells were ruptured- with 15 strokes in a Dounce homogenizer·. Nuclei 
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and unbroken cells were pelleted a.t 1500. x.-. _g /for 5 min. .The cytoplasmic 

supernatant was made up, to 0.1 M NaCl, 0.01 M EDTA,- .0.5% SDS and RNA 

extracted from it by three rounds of_ phenol-chloroform extraction. The 

RNA was precipitated with alcohol- a.nd treated with DNase as described 

before. 

14. Separation. of Viral In~ermediate RNA Species: 

Baltimore and Girard (69) have shown that. it is possible. to 

separate. th.e doubJ.e ... -s.tr_anded- RF RNA from single-stranded viral R.i\IA and 

the partially single-stranded RI RNA by differential precipitation with 

2 M LiCl. RF remains soluble while SS and RI are · insol1.1bJe ·---'~_.., RI _p.pd./ or 

RF RNA can also be separated from SS RNA by aga·rose gel filtration. RI 

and RF are excluded because· of their size and double--stranded nature 

while SS RNA is partially retained by-the aga-rose gel (7). These 

procedures w-ere) therefqre, used to separate rhinovirus RNAs as well 

as poliovirus RNAs; Total radiolabeled viral RNA isolated from infected 

cells was dissolved in low salt buffer-(0.01 H Tris-HCl pH 7.2, 0.01 M 

NaCl, 0.01 M EDTA),:made 2M in LiCl and left at -4°C for 18-24 h. The 
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flocculent ·preci.pitate was ·removed by certtri~ugation at -15~000 x·:g for 

20 min. The supernatant: contain~ng. RJ? .·RNA was diluted 3 fold v7,ith 
. .: . ·, ,. 

water ·and the RNA precipitated. with alcohol ii1 the pres~nce of carrier 

. . . . 

yeast tRNA. The· precipitate- of' -SS .RNA. -.~nd RI RNA was .rediss.olved in· 

low salt buffer and reprecipitated ·with· 2 M LiCl •. · The RF RNA in the·· 

supernatant was precipit-ated· w·ith. alcohol and pooled with. the_ RF from 

the first round. The SS +.RI. RNA precipitate.was.dissolved in_ 2.0-ml 
,-

~TS buffer containing_· 0.5% SDS .and applied to 1.5 x ·go em column of· 

Sepharose 2B (Pharmacifi) ·equilibrated in ·the san1e buffer._· RNA was also 

. eluted with. the same buffer at a. flow r-ate· of. 6-8 ml/h.' Approx_imately. -

2 ml frac,tions were collected and -radioactivity -~f _20 lll ·aliquots 

counted to determine peak fractions_. The excluded peak containing the 

Rl RNA and the included SS RNA peak were po~led and precipitated with 

alcohol in the presence of · yeas.t ·. tRNA ~ 

15. Denaturation-and RNAse Digestion of".RI.and RF RNAs: 

To measure. poly(A) cottten~ of .·Rr and RF viral~· RNA by -RNase 

d_igestion it was necessary to d~nature the ·RNA prior to RNase treatme.nt 

to avo~d. measuring- double-stranded. RNA. This was done by dissolving the 

RNA.in o._Q ml_O.OOl.M EDTJ\..pH 7.4· in the· presence of 10-20 llg yeast tRNA 

·and heat_ing the ~A solution in a 10_0°C ':later bath for 2 · miri; the 

-solution was rapidly cooled to 0°C and mixed with 0.1 ml of 0.1-M Tris

HCi·.:·pH· 7-~~.- a~.-i<r 2 M NaCl (115) •.. 10 llg pancreatic RNase and 50 units Tl 
- : -. . · .. 

RNase were added and the RNA incubated for ·0 .. 5 h at 37°C •.. Acid:' 

precirdtable radioactivity was m'ea.sured as described before:. 

·16. · Pr~paration .~f Poly(A)~~epharose: . ' 

Poly(-A) -Sepharose was prepared es_sentl.ally according· to the. 
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procedure· o£ . YQgo .and Wimmer (115) , · 5_ g · of CNBr..-.ac tiva ted : Sepharose- 4:8. 

(Pha~acia) was washed with i 1 of 0.001 ·M HCl and then· with l.·L~ of ice.· 

· ·cold water in a scintered glass_ funp.el. The gel· was then mixed. in. a test 

tube with 9 mg poly(A) in 10 ml of 0.3 M sodium 2..;.(N-m<:>rpholino) ethane 

sulphonate {MES) pH 6, _and rotated end over end for 16·h·at 4°C. The gel 

was then washed with 200 ml of ice cold. 0.05 .M MES, pH 6 ·to remove 

unbound poly(A). From the A260 of· this wash it was· estimated that 

-approcimately 110 _A~H)O units of poly(A) were bound. to. the .sepharose. 

The remain~ng ·active groups on the gel were· reacted with 40 ml of 1 M 

ethanolamine in 0.?- M" N-2-hydro~ye~hylpiperazine~N'-2-ethans~lfonie acid 

(HEPES) ·pll 7. 6 and·.- rotated in a. test · tu"~?e end. over. ~nd for 3 h at room 

temperature. The gel w_as then washed with. 2. L of ice cold. 0.3 M ~aCl, 

0·~1 M NaHC03 pH 7. 5 and finally wit_]f 20 _ml of 0,."01 M Tris-HCl (pH 7. 2) 

containing 0~1 ·M NaCl, O.Ol.M EDTA and. 50% glycerol and stored in the 

same buffer at 4 oc·~ 

17. Poly(A)Sepharose Chromatography of RF and RI RNA: 

~': Po~~~~) SePharose columns were prepared and RNA eluted as 

~escribed by Sawicki and Gomatos (83) •. Columns were poured to approximately 

4 em i~ glass wool p~ugged p·asteur pipets and washed with 10 ml of· • 2 M 

NETS (0.01 M Tris-HCf [pH 7 ~2], 0.2 "11 NaCl, 0 .. 01 M EDTA and 0.5% SDS). 

100 l-fg of yeast· RNA in 1 ro,l of • 2 M NETS was passe~ through the· c.olumn 

followed oy 5.0 m,l ETS buffer (NETS mi~us NaCl), 5 ml of.90% formamide 

. in ETS and finally equilibrated _again with • 2 :H NETS. Viral RNA 

intermediates were prepar~d for chromatography by'first denaturfng 0.9 

ml of RNA by heating· to 100°C ·for 2 minutes ·as described above in the 

presen:ce of 2 llg poly(U) and rapidly cooled' to 0°C. ·.RNA was then warme~ 

.I 
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to room .temperature and 0.1 ml of lOX_ • 2 M NETS added. ~A was .· · 

appl!,ed.to ·the columns and ~ashed. with 10 ml of .2 MNETS. to elute 

'un-bound" poly(U) -lack~ng RNA and then· with. 3 ml of ETS followed by 

7 ml of 90% formamide in ·ETS ·t·o elute "bound" -RNA contai~~ng poly(U). · 

1 ml fracti.ons ·were collected and radioactivity oJ the entire· fraction 

counted. 

~ 18. Preparation and Assay of Crude Viral Polymerase Complexes: 

The procedure used for the.· preparation and assay of crude viral 

. polymerase complex was a combination of those. repor.ted by Yi?- and Knight 
..... ·a ·. . 

(112) .. and Spector and Baltj.more (98). · Approx~ately 4 x 10 · HeLa cells 

growing in· roller cultures ·were infected·.at a Mor· of 15-25 with either 

HRV-14 or poliovirus and incubated· in MEM containing 5 _~g/ml ·of. act-D. 

·After incubation for 3.5 h (poliovirus) or 7.5 h (HRV-14), infected 

cells were scraped from :the monqlayers, pelleted at . .750 x· g for 5 min, 

washed once with 'ice cold PBS and -suspended in RSB at approximately 

. 7. . 
2.0 x 10 cells/mi. After iO min at; 0°C the cells.were ruptured with 

·15 strokes in a Dounce ho!Uogenizer·e Glyce;ol was added to 5% and 

aliquots frozen at -70°C. 

The crude viral polymerase.complex was prepared· fro~ thawed 

cell homogenates by_.pelleting ri~clei and cell debris at 1500 x g for 5 

min,. and centrif_uging the· supernatant at 130,000 x g for 45 min at 4 9 C 
- ..,-""-':_o.:......... . . . . . . . . 8 
in an IEC A211. rotor. ·The: pellet derived from 10 ·cells was then 

ref:Suspended in 1 ml of .. 05. M Tris-H~-1 pH 8. 0, containing • 01. M NaCl. This 
: . . 

cr~de polymerase compled was ei_ther used. imn~.di.ately or- frozen. at -70°C 

and used within one month. 

The com,plete standard in ·vitro polymerase reacti~on mixture 
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contained in a final· volume a·f 1,0 ml~ o,s· nil etude :vj.ral polyme_rase, 

50 Dh'f Tris-HCl (~il _8, 0)., 5 mM MgC1_
2

, . 10 ll~ -act-D, ~1. 25 mM phosphoenolpy- . ·· 

ruvate, 25 llg pyruvate kina,s.e; · 6 .. 5· mM dithiothreitol, 0.2 mM ATP, 0.05 

ml-1 GTP and 25 11Ci of [8-3H} G~P (16 C~/InM) or 0;.2_mM GTP, 0.05 mM ATP 

and 25 ~Ci[8-3H] ATP (18 Ci/mM). Incubation of the reaction mixtures· 

was at 34°G for HRV-14 polymerase and 37°C for poliovirus polymerase. 

Reactions were stopped by mixing duplicate or triplicate 100 111 samples:· 

with 0.5 ml of cold 0.15 ~ sodium pyrophosphate and. 0.5 ml of cold 20% 

TCA. After 30 min at 4°C the precipitates were collected on glass fibre 
. . . . ·' ' 

filters (Whatman GF/A) ancf washed with. five 3 mi aliquots of cold 5% TCA 

and 2 ml 6f cold 9.5% isopropyl alcohol. . Fil t·ers were dried a.t 70°C and 

counted. 

19. Sucrose Gradient Analysis of Viral RNA_Synthesized in yitro: 

Complete 2 ml . reaction mixture with· [ 3H] GTP or [ 3H] 'ATP as the 

·labeled precursor was incubated for 45 min and ·diiuted with 4. 0 ml of 

I ~· .acetate buffer. The prod'uct RNA in the. reaction mixture~ was purified 
I 

\ by two extractions with pheUol-chloroform and precipitated with aicohol. 

I . ::?s~issolved in 2 .ml of ·NETS buffer. an: sedimented through a 

~1:5-30% (w/w) sucrose gradient in the same buffer-for 17 hat 20,000 rpm 

in a Beckman SW27 .rotor. Fractions· (1.-2 ml) were collected and absorbance 

monito.red at 254 nm. The positions of 18S and28S rRNA (present in the 

crude vir.:ll. polymera·s~ complex) were thu~ obtained. Radioactivity in 

each frac_tion was determin_ed by pre~ipitation of RNA with 'l'CA ·and 

~ollecting the precipitates· on glass fibre filters as described above .. 

20. Determination of Protein Concentrations: 

Protein co~centration·was determined by the-method ·of Lowry· 
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et. al. (55). Samples.were diluted to 0.4 rul and.4 ml of reagent C 

(50 ml of 2% Na2C03 in 0~1 N NaOH. plus ·1 ml of 0.5% CuS0~5H20 in 1% 

sodium·potasium tartrate) was added and mixed. After 10 min at room 

temperature 0.4 ml of Falin phenol reagent (diluted 1:1 with water) was 

added, immediately mixed and absorbance at 600 nm read after 15 min at 

room temperature. A standard curve was constructed using bovine serum 

albumin as standard. 

21. Liquid Sci.ntillation Counting: 

All radioactivity either on filters or in aqueous samples was 

counted using a liquid scintillation counting fluid containing 16.5 g 

2 ,5-diphenyloxazole (PPO) and 0 ~-5 g 2, 2 '-p-phenylenebis ( 4-methyl-~-phenyl) 

-oxazol-e (POPOP) in 2 L of toluene and 1 L of triton X-100. Glass 

scintillation vials were used and counted in a Beckman LS230Scintillation 

Spectrometer. Where necessary, quenching was determined using the 

external standard techinque. 

B • MATERIALS 

Eagle's minimal essential medium, calf serum, and antibiotics 

we±:e-<:.Jhta,ined from Grand Island Biological Co. Phosphate-free minimal 
~---

essential medium was obtained from Pacific Biologic.a1s. Tl RNase, 

pancre~tic RNase A, RNase free DNase, pyruvate kinase, purified yeast 

t:&~A (type 1) , cordycepin, phosphoenol pyruvate; di thiothreitol, }'illS~ 

DEAE dextran, agarose, SDS, Tris, and Triton X-100 were purchased from 

S_igma Chemical Co. Adenosine-[8-3fi] (18-20 Ci/rnM), Ur~dine-I5- 3H] 

(21 Ci/mM), carrier-free _32P-phosphoric· acid, I3H].poly(U) (11.5 mCi/mM), 

I3H] poly'(A) (18.7-20 mCi/mM), ATP-[8- 3H] (16-18 Ci/mM), and GTP-[8- 3H] 

(12--16 Cl./mM) were purchased from Schwartz/Mann. The dj_sodium salts of 
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ATP~ GTP-~ CTP~ and:. UTP al~ng with.poly(U) and ,RNase-free sucrose were··· 

· ~lso purchased from Schwartz/Mann. Acrylamide, BIS, and .'TEMED· were 

obtained from Bio-Rad Laboratories·.· Poly(U)-Sepharose 4B,. and .CNBr-. 

activated Sepharose 4B were obtained froni Pharmacia Fine Chemicals. 

RNase-free·Micrococcus·lysodiecticus· polynucleotide phosphorylase was 

purchased from Worthington Biochemical Corp·. ·. PPO ·and POPOP wer~ 

purchased from Mallinckrod t Chemicals a Cordycepin ·tripho·sphat·e was· 

purchased from Miles Laboratories~ polyethylene glycol 20,-000 from the 

J. T. Baker Chemical Co.,. HEPES from Calbiochem. ·, Ionagar No. 2 from 

Colab, and poly{A) from P. i.. BiochemicC:t.ls. Actinomycin D was a gift 

from Merck ·and Co.· ~All other. chemicals were obtained from the Fisher 

Chemical Company. 



RESULTS 

A. Poly(A) content of HRV-14 virion RNA: 

A standard method for assaying the poly(A) content of various RNAs 

is to determine the fraction of RNA resistant to pancreatic plus Tl 

RNases. Nair and Owens (70) first reported the presence of poly(A) in 

·HRV-14 using this method. Their results indicated that the average poly(A) 

content of HRV-14 RNA was high and apparently greater than that of 

poliovirus RNA. 

Table 1 shows the· percent of [ 3H.]AR labeled HRV-14 and poliovirus 

RNA resistant to pancreatic plus Tl RNases.· HRV-14 RNA has approximately 

80% ·more RNase resistant sequences than poliovirus &\fA (7. 2% vs· 4. 2%). 

[ 3H]UR ··lab'ele·d· HRV-14 RNA was only 0. 68% RNase resistant while [ 3H] poly(A) 

was 100% resistant. From the molecular weights and base composition of 

the viral RNAs it is possible to estimate the average number of nucleoti.des 

in poly(A) per molecule of RNA. Poliovirus RNA. has a molecular weight of 

2.6 x los· daltons (36), consists of about 7500 nucleotides and contains 

29% AMP (84). The RNase resistant fraction of [3H]AR labeled poliovirus 

R.l\IA corres"j)onds to approximately 91 nucleotides in poly(A) per molecule 

of RNA which is similar to published values for poliovirus. poly(A) 

determined in the same manner (97) & HRV-14 RJ.~A has a molecular weight of 

2.4 x 106 daltons (69) which is equivalent to about 6900 nucleotides and 

contains about 35% ANP ( 82) . 7. 2% RNase resistant. [ 3H]AR labeled RNA 

corresponds to an average poly(A) chain length of 173 nucleotides per 

molecule of RNA. The data, therefore, indicate that the size of HRV-14 

27 
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TABLE 1 

Pancreatic plus Tl RNase Resistance of HRV-14 and Poliovirus Virion RNA 

RNA Preparation Label 

HRV-14 3H Adenosine 

HRV-14 3H Uridirie 

Poly(A) 

Poliovirus 3H Adenosine 

Percent 
RNase Resistance 

7. 2 ( 6. 2-8. ~n-a 

0.68 (.38-.89) 

100 

4 • 2 ( 3 • 8-4 • 5.) 

aNumbers in parenthese~ indicate the range of values from at least 
two different RNA preparations.· Each·value·represents the average 
of at least triplicate determinations.· 



poly(A) is a,bout twice.the size of :poliovirus.poly(.A) ·assuming.th~t-the 

fraction of polyadenylated molecules· is the same for-both·RNAs -(see 

below). · 

The difference betw~en.HRV...:l4 RNA and poliovirus RNA in poly(A). 

content was "further den10nstrated by determining the· RNase resis_.tant 

fraction oi. 32P-lah~led viral :RNAs •. The ·poly(A) content of poliovirus 

RNA ·has been estimated- to be _.1.14% of ~he total genome RNA (114). This

.is in good ._agreement with the estimate of ·1~-16% obtained· in this study 

(Table 2). This estimate is equivalent to a poly(A) chain length of 87 

nucleotides. In comparison, the· poly(A) con_tent of purified HRV-14 RNA 
. ) 

is 2.12% (Table 2), corresponding to a p.oly(A) . chain length of 146 

29 

·nucleotides again nearly twice. that.:of poliovirus poly(A); corroborat~ng-

\ '· the results obtained with [ 3H]AR labeled viral RNAs (91 _vs 173 riucleotides). 

-Implied in th~ above results is that HRV-14 poly(A) is .larger in size 

.·than the poly(A) of poliovirus. In k~eping-with this, when poly(A) · 

~equences were isolated from HRV-14 RNA and poliovirus RNA and 

co-electrophoresed through a _10% ··polyacrylamide gel, a signiffcant 

fra~tion of the HRV-14 poly(A) migrated more slowly.through the gel than 

did poliovirus poly(A) (Figur~ -~) .• It will be noted, however, t}_lat over 

one-half of HRV-14 poly(A) consist of sequences similar· in size· to 

poliovirus poly(A). Therefore~ it appears that the poly(A} sequences 

present in_ the· virion. RNA of HRV_;l4 are more heterogeneous than such 

sequences contained in-the virion RNA_of poliovirus. 
. .. .. 

B. Fraction of HR:V-14 RNA molecules which contain poly(A):· 

In d-etermining the average poly(A) content of HRV--14 RNA it was 

assumed that the fraction of molecules containing poly(A) was simi~ar to 
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TABLE 2 

~ 2P-Poly(A) Content of HRV-14 and Poliovirus Virion RNA 

32P-Labeled Viral RNA (cpm/ml)a. 
Virus Acid RNase 

Insoluble Resistant 

HRV-14 ~11,130 4,480 

Poliovirus 155,160 1,800 

% RNase 
Resistant 

2.12 

1.16 

30 

a . 
The counts-per-minute data represent averages of triplicate determinations. 
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FIGURE 1. 

) 

Polyacrylamide. gel electrophoresis of poly(A) sequences 
isolated from HRV-14 and polioyirus RNA. 

32P-labeled HRV-14 RNA and [ 3H]AR poliovirus RNA prepared as 
described in Materials and Methods were mixed, digested 

.with RNases, extracted with phenol-chloroform-SDS and 
precipitated with alcohol in the presence of carrier yeast 
tRNA. The precipitate was dissolved in electrophoresis 
buffer and 25 ~1 analyzed on a cylindrisal 10% 
polyacrylamide g~l. The position of yeast tRNA marker was 
obtained by scanning the gel at 254 nm. The gel was sliced 
into 1 mm sections, siices were solubilized and counted. 
Symbols: (@)~2P-labeled HRV-14 poly(A); (O), [ 3H]-labeled 
poliovirus poly(A) . Arrow indicates the position of the 
absorbance peak of yeast tRNA. 
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that of pol~.ov:Lrus. and that. there was not a large fracti_on of HRV-14 ·RNA 

molecules which were devoid of poly(A), Sp.ector and Baltimore (97) have 

shown that almost all. poliovirus RNA molecules contain poly(A), by (a) 

determining·. the binding of poliovirus poly(A) to poly(U)-glass fiber 

filters, . and (b) comparing the. poly(.A) size determined by polyacrylamide 

gel electrophoresis with the poly(A) content determined by RNase digestion. 

The fraction of HRV-14 RNA molecules-which contain.poly(A) was 

measured by determining the amount of RNA binding to poly(U)-Sepharose 

columns. Figure 2 shows a typical elution profile of HRV-14 virion RNA. 

All "unbound" &1\IA- is eluted in the. first 3 • 0 ml of NETS buffer. Continued 

washing 1Jith NETS releases no additional RNA. The remaining "bound" RNA 

comes off immediately in the first few fractions when wa.ter is .used to 

elute the column. Recovery of RNA from the column was usually 95-100%. 

Table 3 shows that on the ave~age 74% of HRV-14 RNA was bound to the 

colum!J., approximately the same percent as of poliovirus RNA. The procedure 

w~s very specific for poly(A) containing RNA since virtually no 18S + 2SS 

rRNA was bound while poly(A) was lbO% bound (Table 3)'. 

The "bound" and "unbou~d" fractions of HRV-14 were rechromatographed 
- p 

on poly(U):-:-Sepharose to determine whether or not all of the "bound" 

RNA would rebind and if the "unbound" contained any poly(A) . Unfractionated 

virion RNA was included as a control. The data shown in Table 4 indicates 

that on rechrornatography about 28% of the "bound" R1~A does not rebi.nd, 

probably reflecting degradation of the HRV-14-RNA during the various 

manipulations. None of the "unbound" RNA rebinds to the poly(U)-Sepharose. 

However, 1.1% of the "unbound" RNA is resistant to RNase digestion 

indicating that those HRV-14 RNA molecules which are not bound do 



FIGURE 2. Poly(U) -Sepharose chromatography of HRV-14 viri'on RNA. 

Poly(U)-Sepharose columns were prepared as described in 
Materials and Methods. HRV-14 virion RNA was dissolved 
in. 1.0 ml NETS buffer, applied to the column·and eluted 
·-with 5 a 0 ml of NETS buffer followed by 6. 0 ml of glass 
distilled water. 1.0 ml fractions .were c.ollected and 
counted. 

. . 
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TABLE 3 

.Po1y(U)-Sepharose Chromatography of HRV-14 Virion RNA 

Percent 
Preparation Bound Unbound 

. HRV-14 Virion P~A 74 :(61-83) 26 (17-39) 

Poliovirus Virion RNA 80 20 

Poly(A) 100 0 

18S + 28S rRNA < 1 > 99 

i 
I.· Numbers in parentheses represent range of three separate RNA preparation 

I. 



TABLE 4 

Poly(U)-Sepharose Chromatography of "Bound" and "Unbound" HRV-14 Virion 
~A and RNase Resistance 

· :·Percent 
RNA Bound· Unbound 

Tot.al HRV-14 Virion RNA 39 

Bound H.RV-14 RNA 72 28 

Unbound HRV-14 RNA 0 100 

a 
Av,erage of triplicate determinations. 

Percenta 
RNase Resistant 

6.5 

5.9 

1.1 

35 
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contai.n a s.mall fraction. of . poly(.A) ' :Probably less than 30 nucleotides 

l~ng and too small to bind to the -poly(.U)-Sepharose under the·. conditions 

used. Therefore, it appears that ali HRV-14 RNA molecules probably contain 

poly(A) ranging·froni a few·molecules.with very short or no.poly(A) at all 

to RNA contain~ng full l~ngth poly(A). 

C. Evidence for 3 '-terminal locatj~on of· poly(A) in HRV-14 RNA: 

Controlled digestion with the· enzyine · polynu.cleotide ·phosphorylase is 

kno"to."'ll to remove the 3 '-:-terminal poly(A) . from mRNA (91, Ill) • This procedure· 

was used to deterniine whethe.r the poly(A). seqtiences ar.e · located at the 

3'-termini· of. HRV-14 RNA. Viral ·RNA extracted· from purified virions l_..Tas 

·digested with 'Micrc>coc.cal polynucleotide phosphorylase as· described under 

·. Materials and Methods. Loss of poly(A). wa.s moni'tored by the inability· ·to 

bj_nd to poly(U)-Sephafose. The resultsshown_in.Table5 indicate that 

digestion with the enzyme for· lb min significantly reduced the fraction 
. . 

of RNA molecules binding to poly(U)-S~pharose. Incubation of viral RNA 

in 2 X standard saline citrate buffer for 10 min with or without poly-

nuc:l.eotide phosphorylase. did not·. appreciably alter the extent of bi~di.ng 

to poly(U) -Sepharose (no-t· .. shown).. In view of these observations, . it is 

unlikely that the ohserved·loss of: binding of viral 'RNA to poly(U)-Sepharose 

upon digestion with polynucleotide_phosphorylase .was unrel~ted to the 

poly_(A}_content o~ viral RNA or that it was due to degradation ·by an 

endonuclease which may have been present in the enzyme preparation. 

Therefore, the results are ~nterpreted .to mean that HRV-14 RNA terminates 

in poly(A) sequences. 
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TABLE. 5 I 

·Removal of poly(A) .from HRV-14.RNA 
with polynucleotide. phosphorylase 

Counts per minute 

37 

cubation Unboundb Boundc Bo~nd/Unboun,d Total bound 
with ppa % 

Control d 11,241 . 14 '973 ·1.35 57 

2 min 15,867 . 12,092 .. 0.76 43" 

10 min 18,678 7,431 o~·4o 29 

a!-licrococcal· polynucleotide·· phosphyrylase (PP) at 500 ]lg/100. 11g of RNA 
per ml. 

bcounts per minute not retained by Poly(U) -Sep.harose colull!,n. 

· cCounts p-er minute retained ·h¥ Poly(U) ~Sepharose column. 

dSamples of RNA incubated for 10 min. without enzyme. 
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D~ · ·cordyc.epirt .· (3 'deoxyadenosine) .: sensivity ·of viru:s replication: 

Replication of HRV-14 was previously shown to be· inhibited by the 

adenosine analogue co~dycepin (70). Poliovirus replication, on the other_ 

hand, has been reported to be resistant or.m~derately sensitive to 
I. 

cor.dycepin inhibition (52,115) .. Cordycepi.n has been shown to.inhibit 
. . . . 

mRNA synthesis in eukaryotic cells (74,77) by specifically inhibiting 

non-transcriptive s.ynthesis of poly(A) · (18, 63). ·· The inhibition of HRV-14 

replication by· cordycepin was considered as possi~le evidence that .the 

poly(A) of HRV-14 Rl~A might be' added on ·non-tr.anscriptively (70) . 'tvhile . 

poliovirus ·poly(A) might be transcribed and, therefore; be insensitive 

to cordycepin. 

A direct comparison of the effect. of co.rdycepin on the replicati~n 

of HRV:-14 and poliovirus was tnade to establish the· relative sensitivities 

of the viruses to the drug in order to test the. theory of .a .non-transcriptive 

vs transcriptive mechanism· of polyadenylation of the two viruses. In 

di.rect:· contrast to what has been reported by others (52, 115) it was found. 

that poliovirus replication was nearly as sensitive to co~dycepin. inhibition 

as was HRV-14 replication. Figure 3 shows the effect of various· 

concentrat~ons of . cordycepiiJ. on the replication of HRV-14 . · · 
~- # ; :. •• ·- - ~ 

~-:and: poliovirus. ·whereas .growth .of HRV.-14 was almost completely inhibited 

.by cordycepin at 25 11g/ml, slightly higher concentrations were required 

to comparably ·inhibit poliovirus replication... Both virQ.ses were 

completely inhibited at 50 11g/ml. 

To determine whether cordycepin was inhibiting early or late viral 

specific ·functions, the effect of cordycep~n added at different: times 

during the viral replication cycl~ was determined .. Co~dy6~pin at 75 11g/ml 



FIGURE 3. Inhibition of HRV-14 and poliovirus replication by cordycepin: 
effect of cordycepin concentration. 

Replicate monolayer cultures were infected with HRV-14 or 
poliovirus at an MOl !:! 10. After· four 1;vashes with PBS 
pairs of cultures were incubated with MEM containing the 

· indicated concentrations of cordycepin for 6 h (poliovirus) 
or 10 h (HRV-14). Infected control cultures were similarly 
incubated but without cordycepin. Virus yield was determined 
by plaque assay. The average virus yield from each cordycepin
treated pair of-cultures is plotted as a percentage of that 
from control cultures. Symbols: (0), HRV-14 infected cultures; 
(0), poliovirus infected cultures. 
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was added to HRV-14 or poliovirus :i.nfected ·cultures :at various times 

after infection and ·virus titers .d-etermined.· The· results of· these 
. . . 

experiments~ shown on Table ·6, .~~dicate that maximum inhibition· of 
' ' . . 

replicati.on of either virus-required. addition of cordycepin before 

.the on~et of viral _RNA synthesis~ · Poliovirus :RNA ~ccumul~tes .. _ 

exponentially bet":ween -1_ •. 5 and 3. 0 h. p. i ... a.nd· precedes th.e· appearance of· 
·. ·. 

· f t · · · b · bo t 0 5 h (10) Repl1" cation of HRV-14 proceeds 1n ec J.ous v1rus y_a u • • 
. . 

slower than that of poliovirus and the majority of RNA synthesis _occurs 

after 5.0 h. p.i.. (32,87). Increa~ing 'the MOI als·o. had no effect on 

the inhibit:i,.on of virus r~plicatiori when cordycepin was. added. at the 

start of infection· (data not show).· · 

. _ I_n view· of the ~-preceding r~stilts ·the effect of .cordycepin on the· 

synthesis_of viral:...specific RNA-was determined. It is.possible.to-

measure picornavirus-specific RNA synthesis; in infected cells by 

inhi-biting cellular DNA-:dependant RNA synthesis· with- actinomyciD: D 

which has no effect on viralRNA...;dependant RNA synthesis '(85). · Figures 

4A and B show the effect of cordycepin (75 _l.lg/ml) _on. HRV:-14'-specific 

RNA synthesis. Addition of cordycepin prior to -o.r during viral RNA 

syi-ithesis--·resulted. in complete inhibition of subsequent_· synthesis o-f 

HRV-14-specific RNAs. Addition of the d~ug to poliovirus-infected cells 

at 0 or 2 h p.i. similarly inhib~ted al~ except· a small-fraction of 

' ' 

poliovirus-spec~fic RNA synthesis (Figure 5). Furthermore, both 

single~stranded _and double-stranded RNAs were more or less equally 

inhibited (F:igure 5). 

The observation that a small fraction (less than iO%) of. 

polio~i'rus-specific RNA was synthesized-in the presence ·of cordycepin 



·TABLE 6 

Inhibition of Virus Production by Cordycepin.at 75 _l-lg/ml.at Various 
Times after Infection 

b 
HRV-14 

Poliovirusc 

~or !:! 10 

Time of 
Cordycepin 
Addition 

Control 

0 h p.i. 

3 h p.i. 

5 h p.i. 

7 h p.i. 

Control 

0 h p.i. 

2 h p.i. 

4 h. p.i. 

bHRV-14 titers determined at 9 h p.i. 

cPoliovirus titers determined at 6 h p.i. 

Virus Yieldd 
% of Control 

100 

·o.9 

1.7 

"10 .. 6 

38.8 

100. 

.05 

26.8 

96.3 

dvalues represent average of duplicate plaque assays on at least 
two separate cultures. 
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. FIGURE 4. Effect of cordycepin on HRV-14 RNA ."synthesis. 

Rep.l:icate monolayer cultures were infected with HRV-14 at 
a MOI of ~ 10. Cordycepin (75 ~g/ml) was then ~dded at 0, 
2~5 and 7 h p.i. Infected a~d mock infected control cultures 
did not receive any cordycepin. Cultures were.iabeled between 
8 and 10 h p. i ~ with [ 3H] AR (20 ~Ci/ml) · in the presence of 
act:-D.. At the end of the labeling period cells were lysed with 
an acetate-SDS buffer, total ·RNA was extracted from each culture 
and treated with DNase as described in Materials- and Methods. 
The RN.A.s were then dissolved. in Loening electrophoresis buffer 
and a constant' fraction of each. RNA preparation ~vas subje~ted. 
to electrophoresis on 2% polyacrylamide, .5% agarose gels. 
The gels were fractionated, solubilized and assayed for 
radioactivity as described in Materials and Methods. (A) RNA· . 

. from HRV-14 infected control culture (0), .and mock infected 
control· culture (8).: (B) RNA from HRV..:.14 i11;fected, cordycepin
treated cultures. Symbols: Cordycepin added at 0 h p.i. (8), 
2 h p.i. (O), 5 h p.i. (~),'and 7. h p.i. (~). 
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FlGURE·5. Effect of cordycepin on.polioVirus.RNA synthesis~ 

Replicate monolayers. were infected with polic/vi:nis at a HOI 
of ~ 10. Cordycepin .(75 11g/ml) was then added at. 0 or 2 h 
j:>.i. Infec.ted cultures were labeled betwe·en 3.5 and 4.0 h 
p.i. with [ 3H]AR (2.0 11Gi/ml) in th~ ·presence of act-D. At· 
the end of the labeling period cells were-lysed· with an 
acetate-SDS -buffer·, t'otal RNA was· extracted from· each 
culture and treated with DNase •. ·. RNAs were . then dissolved 
in ··Loening electrophoresis buffer and a constant fraction 
of each RNA preparation was:. subject'ed to electophoresis · 
on 2% polyacrylamide, -0.5% ·agarose gels. The gels were. 
fractionated' 'solublize.d and'. assayed for radioactivity as 

. described in Materials and Me.thods .. Symbols: RNA from 
_infected control culture (G);; c·or.dycepin added at 0 h p.i. 

· (0), and 2_h p.~. (A)~ 

_____ .... 
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made it possible to determine 'if poly(A) was still synthesized in the 

presence of cordycepin. [ 3H·] AR, labeled poliovirus-specific RNA 

synthesized in the presence or·absence of· cordycepin was sedimented 

44 

through 15-30%.sucrose gradients and the 358 SS-viral. RNA peak fractions 

pooled for analysis of.poly(A) content (Figure 6). 

The poly(A) content of the SS RNAs was then determined by digestion 

with pancreatic and Tl RNases. The results are .·presented in Table 7. 

The poly(A) content of poliovirus RNA synthesized in the presence or 

absence of cordycepin remains th~ same. Therefore,·viral poly(A) 

synthesis appears to be no more sensitive to cordycepin than viral RNA 

synthesis. 

. . The results present~d above indicate that cordycepin inhibits 

viral replication apparently by causing an inhibition of viral RNA 

synthesis. The observations of_Nair and Owens (70) that adenosine can 

reverse cordycepin inhibition of viral replication also lends support 

to this assumptio~. However, the exact mechanism by .which cordycepin · 

\ 

inhibited viral. RNA synthesis remained unknown. 

Several possible mechanisms of cordycepin·inhibition were 

considered. Even though there was no detectable difference in the 

cordycepin sensivity of poliovirus poly(A). synthesis to viral RNA 

synthesis, it was possible that inhibition of HRV-14 ru~A synthesis 

was due to an inhibition of po~y(A) synthesis which somehow might be 

necessary for viral RNA transcription~ Similarly, since cordycepin is 

an anal:ogue of. ·.ad eno.s.ine .· inhihit.ion·. n1ight be: due to specific competition 

between cordycepin triphosphate (3'dATP) and ATP for incorporation into 

viral RNA. ·rt has been demonstrated that 3'dATP inhibits in vitro 



FIGURE 6. Sucrose gradient sedimentation profile of poliovirus specific 
RNA synthesized in the pr~s~nce or absence·. of corc:lyc-~pin. 

' . .' . 

Replicate cultures were infected··with polioviru,s at an MOI of 
: ~ 10. Cordycepin was then added at 0 or 2 h p. i •. Cultures 
were then laheled between 3~5 and 4_.0· h p.i. with [ 3H]AR~. 
(20 11Ci/ml)_iil the presence; of act-:-D. At the end of the 
labe~ing period RNA was extracted, treated·with DNase and 
dissolved in NETS buffer. The RNA was then layered on a:;· 
15-30% sucrose gradient also prepared in NETS-buffer ·and 
centrifuged a:t 20,000 RPM for- -17 h in a Beckman SW27 rotor. 
_The gtadients ~ere ~raction~ted (1.2 ml/fraction) and 
absorbance monitored at· 254 nm. Radioactivity in _each 
fraction was measured by counting 10.111 aliquots. ·Arrows 
indicate absorbance peaks of 18S and 28S RNAs. Brackets 
indicate fractions that were pooled and precipitated· 
with.aJ.~ohol in th.e·presence of carrier yeast RNA. 

co syhib'(ils :· --- RNA.·from inf,ected c-ontrol culture (G); .RNA {rom 
infected.-cordycepin treated cultures, cordycepin from 0 h 
p.i. (L\),cordycepin.from 2 h p·.i. (0): •.. 
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TABLE 7 

Poly(A) Content of Poliovirus 35S RNA Synthe'sized 

in the Presence or Absence of Cordycepin 

RNA PreparatiC?n % RNase Resistanta 

Control 

Cordycepin O·h p.i. 

Cordycepin 2 h p.i. 

a 

4.3 (3.7 - 5.0) 

4.6 (3.8 

5.2 (4."1 

5.5) 

6.3) 

. Each value represents average -of triplicate determinations on the 
same RNA preparation. Numbers in parenthesis represent: the r~nge 
from two separate RNA preparations. 
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RNA synthesis. by a bacterial DNA-dependant &.~A polymerase (93) ·• It 

has also been s.hown.that 3'dATP.inhibits.euk.arotic DNA-dependant RNA 

poly"1llerase II in ·vitro . (56).· A third. possibility was. that inhibition of 

viral RNA-synthesis was secondary to inhibition by cordycepin of viral 

protein synthesis. Because picornavirus-specific RNA polymerase is 

very la,bile (28) inhibition of viral protein synthesis would result in 

·a rapid decrease in RNA synthesis: This last mechanism may be involved 

in the inhibition of Newcastle disease virus genome RNA synthesis by 

cordycepin (110). 

Ec Cordycepin triphosphate _inhibition o"f viral RNA synthesis·in·v:t.t:~O:: 

In order to determine which of the· abov~ mechanisms might be 

re~ponsible for the inhibition of viral RNA synthesis the following 

experiments were performed. Cordycepin has been shown to be phosphorylated 

to 3 'dATP in HeLa cells . (56).. Therefore the effect of 3.'dA.TP on in vitro 

RNA synthesis by crude viral po"!ymerase complexes isolated from infected 

cells was studied. Polymerase complexes were prepared from cells infected 

with HRV-14 or poliovirus or from mock infected cells •. The effect of 3'dATP 

on [ 3H]AMP incorporation was det~rmined in either a complete· standard assay 

mixture containing all four nucleoside triphosphates to measure total RNA 

polymerase activity or in a mixture where ATP was the only nucleotide 

present to meas·ure poly(A) polymerase activityo [3H] AMP incorporation 

with or without 0.5 mM 3'dATP is shown in Table 8~ While the activity 

of HRV-14 and poliovirus polymerases were slightly inhibited, I 3H]ANP 

incorporation by.the mock infected cell enzyme preparation was 

actually stimulated by 3'dATP when all four nucleoside triphosphates 

were present. , When ATP was the sole pr:e_cursor ;- 3 'dATP caused a marked · 



Reaction 
Mixture a 

·Complete 

ATP'Only 

48 

TABLE '8 

Effect of 3 'dATP ·on [ 3·H]AMP Incorporation 

by Crude Viral Polymeras.e Complexes 

Enzyme 
Preparation . 

Poliovirus 

Rhinov;i.rus 

Mock Infected 
'Cells 

Poliovirus 

Rhinovirus 

3H. AMP Inco'rporationb . 
(CPM) /100. ·vg :·Protein 

·-3 'dATP +3 'dATP 

205:6. 1331 

2049 1760 
., 

586 1323· 

231 977 

426 2617. 

338 1354 

% Chang·e. 
Inhibition· Stimulation 

35 

15 

12.5 

323 

-· 514 

301 · .Mock. Infected· 
~-.·. . Cells 

. . 

aThe reaction mixtures were incubated 'for 30 min as·described under methods. 

bAverages:of triplicate samples. 
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. cell-preparation but .a1~o· :by the viral polymerase· complexes. ·However,;· · 

in the _;absence . of .J'dATP . .[ 3ii] AMI'· incorpo~ at ion . q b tained with . the viral 
' ' . . . . 

. polymerase' complexes, was .comparable. to that 'obtained with the_'mock 

infec·ted c:ell prepara.tioh. Thus, appatentl:f :there was no virus-sp~cifi·c 

poly(A) po.lymer.a:SE! act;i.vity • 

. The ,above results suggested that the cellular [ 3H]AMP incorporating· 

activ.i:ty _:c:ould have masked -inhibition of viral_ polymerase activity by 

J'dATP. T.o t·est this ppssibil:lty,~ -the effect· of .. J'dATP on [ 3H]GMP 
,;.,. 

l 
incorpo!l?ation by viral polymerase complexe~ was studied. The results 

are show in Figure 7. Complexes- prepared froinmock infected cells 

. showed no f 3H]GMP. incorpora.tion (Figure . 7B) • Presence .of Q. 5 lnM 3 'dATP 
. . . . - . . 

in the reaction mixtures clearly inhibited. [ 3_H]GMP incorporation by. 

HRV~14 polym~rase. complex (Figure /A) . and by poliovirus polym~rase •... 

comp1ex (Figure 7B). These·. results· therefore, ·confirm·.:that ~he 

inhibition of-HRV:...l4 and -poliovirus_RNA synthesis by C()rdycepin_(shown 
~ . ' -. . ' ,_ . . ~ : . - - . ' 

· previ.ously) i.s due td ·dfre~t in·t~erferen¢e by 3 '~ATP with v.ir~l-RNA 

synthes~is and is not due· to a prefe~ent.ia1 inhi'?ition of poly(A) synthesis 

~~or due t.o inhibi.tion.of viral pr6tei.n·synthesis.·-'· 

Thou,·gh .not well estabfish~~ by kin-~ tic' ~*pe,r1-:me'nts ,-. -cpinpet:Ltion 

_between 3''dATP and ATP is strongly sugg-~sted by publish.ed data (7-0, 93). 

·From t:b:e :s,tructure of -3 'dATP. ~ne would assume· _RNA chain termination 

would r'esul:t from_ incorporation of 3' dAMP. in place of AMP and· 

. subsequent failure ·to provide a 3 '-hydroxyl for further elongation •. 

Wheth~r or not ·this is -the case is not · certai~, since AMP-·. rather than 

3 'dA'FP) has. heen found to be the residue in RNA chains ·t:'erminated wi·th 



FIGURE 7. 3'dATP inhibition of [3H]GMP incorporation by crude viral 
_polymerase cQmplexes. 

(A) [ 3H] GMP incorpora·tion by HRV_;l4 polymerase complex in 
the absence (!) or presence (~) of 0.5 rnM 3'dATP. (B) 

[ 3H]GMP incorporation by poliovirus polymerase complex ~n 
the absence (®) or presence (O) of 0~5 rnM 3'dATP and [3H]GMP 
incorporation by a preparation from mock infected cells (a).·· 
Each point represents the average of triplicate samples 
removed from standard reaction mixtures at the indicated 
times. 
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cordycepin . (26) .•. The following .experiments were theret"ore undertaken 
' . . . 

to. d~termine_ whether: the mec.hanism .by .which 3 'dATP inhibited· viral 

RNA synt~esis was· indeed termin:ation of· RNA chain el~ngation. 

The effect ·of increasing ATP·or GTP concentrations·irt.the-reaction 

mixture on 3'dATP inhibition of [ 3H]GMP incorporation by poliovirus 

polymerase complex was inyestig~ted. ·. Figure 8 'shows the effect of 

increasing amounts· of ATP on. I 3H]GMP inc·orporation in the presence of 

two concentrations of J'dATP (O .. l25·mM,ctnd 0.25'mM). The inhibition 

kinetics indicate· that 'inhibition was·. reversible when ATP was added 

along with 3 'dAT?:~.. The inset to F:igure 8 shows a· double ~eciprocal plot· 

of. the data indicating competitive inhibition •. ·The appare..nt Km for ATP 

is 1.25 X 10-4M .in the ~bsence of 3 'dATP and 3 e33 X lo-4 .and . 4 X 1o-4M 

in the presence of .0.125 mH and-.0.25 mM 3'dATP, respectively.· The 

I 

inhi:bition o£ RNA synthesis :was, not reversible~ however when excess: GTP 

:was added along with3'dATP (Figure 9) ~ndicating that 3'dATP ·was ·competing 

specif~cally.with ~TP and not nucleoside triphosphates iD:.general._ 
. . . 

To further test .tbe'·_assumptibn that 3 'dATP sp~cif_ically terminates 

chain elongation, the effect of a 20-fold excess of ATP over 3'dATP 

~~--~0 ~mi~ .·:~fte; ·the .. irthibitor on [ 3HlGMP incorporation ~y·' -poliovirus 

polymerase complex was determined'. . T;l:le resuits. -~hoWp in. Figure· 19 

demonstrate that. orice /inhibitio·n of RNA synthesis has 'occured, it can 

·no longer. be rev·etsed with ATP.. .This observation is consiste.nt with 

·the proposal tha.t termination of RNA chain elongation 'is the mechanism 

of· eordycepin action. 
"j 

Another way to test whether 3'dATP terminated RNA chain elongation 

is .to..look at: the viral RNA products labeled· in ·vitro~ Crud.e poliovirus 



FIGURE 8. Effect of increasing ATP concentrations on 3'dATP inhibition 
of in vitro· I 3H] GMP ·incorporation by poliovirus polyp1erase 
complexeso 

- -----~--=-

Reaction mixtures containing poliovirus polymerase complex, 
a.constant amount of I 3H]GTP (25 ~Ci/ml) and 'increasing 
amounts of ATP in. the presence or. absence of 3'dATP were 
incubated at 37°·C for 15 min. Acid insoluble rad~oactivity 
was determined as described ·in Materials and Methods. Each 
point represents the average of duplicate samples. Symbols: 
No 3'dATP (G), 0.125 mM 3'dATP (l\), and 0.25 mM J'dATP (fl). 
The 1nset shows a double-reciprocal plot of the dataa 
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FIGURE 9. Effect of increasing concentrations of GTP on 3 '.dATP. inhibition 
of in vitro [ 3H]GMP incorporation by poliovirus· polymerase 
complexes. 

Reaction mixtures containing poliovirus polymerase complex, a 
constant specific activity of [3H]GTP·(50 ].1Gi/mM)- and 
increasing amounts of GTP in. the presence or absence of 3'dATP 
were incubated at 37°C for 30.min. Acid precipitable 
radioactivity was determined as described in Materials and 
Methods. Each point represents the average of triplicate 
determinations. Symbols: No 3'dATP (e), 0.25 mM 3'dATP (O). 
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FIGURE 10. Effect of addition of excess ATP 10 min after 3'dATP, on 
inhibition of in vitro [3H]GMP incorporation .. 

Complete reaction mixtures.containing [3H]GTP (25 11Ci/ml) 
were first incubated at 37°C for 10 min with (0) or without 
(G;A) 0.25 mM 3'dATP. Excess ATP (5 rnM) was then added to 
the 3'dATP-inhibited reaction mixture (0), and to one of 
the control reaction.mixtures (!),and incubation continued. 
Acid insoluble radioactivity of 100 111 samples was determined 
as described previously. Each point represents the average 
of duplicate samples. 
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polymerase complexes synthesize in vitro SS · 35S genome E.NA, d.ouble

·stranded iSS R.F'RNA and the broadly sedimenting partially double-stranded 

18..:288 RI RNA (5) • Fig~re 11 · sho'tv-s the sucrose gradient sedimentation 
. ' . . ' . 

profiles of products synthesized by i>oliovir.us· p~lymerase complex in 

complete ·assay mixtures using [ 3H] GTP · or [.3H] ATP ·as . the .·label~d precur~or 

in.the presence or absence of 3'dATP •. The profiles of· the products 

labeled with either precursor in the absence of·the inhibitor were 

basically similar .and co'nsisteci of RI,. RF and ss· _viral RNA .spe~ies. The .. 

identity of the ·.polioviru~ pol:Ylnerase product sedimenting. at 35S as SS 

viral RNA was. established by infectivity assay (data. not shown). The 

la.hel appeared also in a low mol~cular weight RNA component which . 

sedimented near the top. of the gradient.· In the presence of J'dATP, the 

polymerase complex:. synthesized.little if any full length 358. SS 'RNA· 

(Figure 11) ... The [ 3H]GMP ·label appeared predominantly in the low 

~plecular weight region . and minimally ill;' the 18-288 region consisting' of . 

Jhre RF and RI RNA. The observation that synthesis· of SS viral RNA. is 

most sever¢ly·inhibited lends further support· to the· proposal that 3'dATP 

acts to terminate.RNA chain elongation. 

F •. _· Synt!les~s of HRV-14 intermediate RNA~ species in· the presence· or 

absence E.[ actinomycin D: 

.J1acn~~.tighton· et al. (57). r.ec~rt~1y reported that synthesis of· human. 

rhinoviru-s type 2 dquple":"str.an.c1ed RF RNA ·was an artifact due: to !=he 

. presence of act-D used to inhibit cellular RNA synthesis. Therefore, · 

prior to analyzing :·t.h~ · :poly(A) content. of· the vario~s ·HRV-11-i intermediate 

R..~A species it was necessary to determine· whether HRV-,.14 was an artifact 



FIGURE 11. Sucrose gradient sedimentation profiles of poliovirus RNA 
species synthesized in vitro. 

2.0 ml complete reaction mixtures containing either [ 3H]ATP 
or [ 3H]GTP in the presence or absence of 3'dATP (0.5 mM) 
were incubated at 37~C for 45 min, RNA extracted and . 
sedimented throitgh a 15-30% sucrose gradient ·as .described 
in Naterials and Methods. 1.2ml fractions were collected 
and absorbance monitored at 254 nm. RNA from each fraction 
was precipitated with TGA, collected on glass fibre filters· 
and counted. Sy-mbols: RNA labeled with [ 3H]ATP (0-- -0). 
RNA labeled with [ 3H]GTP in the absenc~ (@-@) or presence 
(0-0) of 3'dATP. 

~··· 
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of act-D. [ 3H.]AR labeled &.1\JA was extracted· from HRV..:.14 ~nfected cells 

incubated either in the presence or absence of act-D . (s·· .118/mi) from 

the start of infection. Simila;rly RNA was extracted from mock infected 

cells incubated ·in the· absence of.act-D. Each viral RNA preparation was 

passed through a Sepharose-2B. column and the RNA-excluded from the 

column was analyzed by electrophor:es'i·s on 2% polyacrylamide, .5% 

.agarose_ gels. A composite RNA profil_e of all three fu"\TA preparations is 

shown in Figure 12. HRV-14 RF RNA is synthesized in the absence or 

presence of act~D and is, therefore, not an artifact of act-D. Some 

high molecular weight RNA from mock infected cells is also excluded 

from Sepharose-2B; however, it does not interfere with determin~ng 

the positi?ns of the viral-specific RNAs. 

G. Mechanism of polyadenylation ·of HRV-14 RNA: 

Even though cordycepin appears to inhibit HRV-14 RNA synthesis and 

poliovirus RNA synthesis in the same manner by terminat~ng RNA chain 

elongation, the possibility still remained that HRV-14 RNA was 

polyadenylat_ed ~y non-transcriptional m~chanism. In order to determine 

what the mechanism was a variety of aspects of HRV-14 RNA synthesis were 

studied. _ ... 

First it was necessary to determine if the various viral intermediate 

-------~-RNAs~~o_nt~i~e? polY.(A) or if it was only present on free single-stranded 

RNA. To determine the poly(A) content of HRV-14 RF, RI and SS RNAs, it 

was first necessary to isolate each species of RNA relatively free from 

each other. Procedures originally developed for isolation of poliovirus 

RNA intermediates were applied for the separation of the various HRV-14 

RNAs.(6,7,9). HRV-14 SS P~A and RI RNA were first separated from RF · 



FIGURE 12. · 2% Polyacrylamide - • ~.~\··;tt.garose gel analysis of HRV-ll~ 
intermediate R.N"A species synthesized in .ffie. presence or 
absence of Actinomycin D. 

Replicate roller cultures were either infected with HRV-~4 
at a MOI ~ 10 or mock infected. Act-D was added to one 
infected, culture at a·concentration of 5 pg/ml, the other 
infected culture and mock infected culture were incubated 
in the absence of ac.t-D. ·Each culture was labeled \-lith 
[ 3H]AR (15 11Ci/ml) from LJ.. to 8 h p. i.. After labeling 
the cells were scraped from the bottles 7 ~swol'len .in RSB, 
broken with a Dounce homogenizer and RNA extracted from 
the cytoplasm as described in Materials and Methods. 
The RNA preparations were dissolved in NETS buffer 
containing 0.5% SDS and fractionated by chromatography 
through Sepharose-2B columns. The &~A that was ·excluded 
from the columns,, containing viral intermediate. R..r\l'A 
species was Precipitated with alcohol, dissolved in 
electrophoresis buffer and a constant volum~ of.each RNA 
was analyzed by electrophoresis on separate polyacrylamide
agarose gels. Gels were fractionated and counted as 
described in Materials and Hethods. Purified Rli' and SS 
RNA ma:rkers were run on separate parallel gels. The 
figure is a composite of all thr.ee gelso Symbols: HRV-14 
infected cell RNA synthesized in t·be presence of act-D (®); 
or in.__-the-absence of act-D· (0); mo·t.k infected cell RNA 

---~---------=s=y=n=--=thesized in the absence of act...:·n· (a). 
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RNA by ·qifferential precipitation with 2 M LiCl, SS ~~A was .then 

separated from RI RNA by Sepharose-2B. chromatography. ~igure 13A 

shows· the separation of SS RNA from RI RNA on_Sepharose-2B. Re-. 

chromatography of SS RNA is shown in ~igure 13B. Analysis of the 

isolated RNA species on 2% polyacrylamide, .5% agarose gels shows that 
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each purified RNA species· was relat:Lvely free from cross contamination. 
I 

(Figure 14) . 

Table 9 shows the poly(A) content o~ the various HRV-14 intermediate 

RNA species as measured by resistance to pancreatic plus Tl RNases. Each 

RNA preparation was denatured. ·by h~ating to 100°C prior to RNase 

~igestion to av.oid measuring double-stranded RNA. [ 3H]AR labeled HRV-1!~ 

SS RNA has about the same poly(A) content as virion RNA (6.6% vs- 7.2%). 

RI RNA has a low poly(A) content (1.5%) while RF RNA has an unexpectedly 

high poly(A) content (9.9%). This might be explained, however, by 

incomplete denaturation of the double-stranded RNA as reflected in the 

large RNase resistant fraction of [ 3H]UR labeled ~F RNA. 

The presence of poly(A) in each of the HRV-14 intermediate RNA 

species was confirmed by poly(U)-Sepharose chromatography. Figure 15 

shows the elution profi_le of each RNA. About the same fraction of SS 

RNA and RI RNA are bound and the elution profile closely resembles 

·that of virion RNA (~igure 2). Only about 50% of RF RNA is bound. 

However~ on rechromatography of RF RNA approximately 50% of the "bound" 

RF RNA rebinds and the same holds true'for the "unbound" RF RNA, 50% 

rebinds (not shown). 

The next experiment was undertaken to determine whether a crude 

HRV-14 polymerase complex was capable of syntheHizing virus specific 



FlGURE 13.o Sepharose-2B chroma1::ography of 2M LiCl insoluble HRV-·14 SS 
and RI :RNA. 

HRV-1.4 specific RNA was extracted from the <!ytoplasm of 
approximately 4 X 108 infected cells labeled from 4 to 
8 h p.i. with [ 3H]AR (10 11Ci/ml) in· the presence of act-D • 

. The RNA was then fra.ctionated into the 2 M LiCl soluble 
RF RNA and the 2M LiCl insoluble SS + RI RNA .. as 
described in Materials and Methods. ·(A) ·ss· + RI RNA· 
were then separated by chromat.ography on a Se-pharose.-2B 
column by eluting with NETS buffer containing 0.5% SDS. 
at a flow rate of.:~7 ml/h •. 2.0 ml fracti6ns were 
c.ollected and 20 _ 111 aliqtwts- of .each counted. . Brackets 
indicate fractions poqled and precipitated with alcohol • 

. (B) Rechromatography of excluded RI RNA using the same 
conditions as in (A). 
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FIGURE 14. 2% Polyacrylamide, . 5% .agarose gel elec trophoresi~ of 
HRV~l4 SS, RF, and.RI RNAs. 

HRV-14 SS, RF, and RI RNAs separated by LiCl 
precipitation and Sepparose . ..:.2B. chromatography in 
Figure 13 ·were dissolved in Loeni.ng electrophoresis 
buffer and'an aliquot analyzed by electrophoresis on 
2% polyacrylamide, .5% agarose gels at 5 rnA/gel for 
2.75 h. Gels were sliced, .soiubilized and counted 
as described. (A) SS F.NA, . (B) RF 'RNA, (C) RI RNA. 
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TABLE 9. 

Poly(A) Content of HRv-i4 Intermediate Viral·· RNA Species as Measured 

by Resistance to Pancreatic.and Tl ·RN.A,ses-

Label % RNase Resistance 

. ss · .. 3:fl Aden:osine · '6.6 
. b 

(6~2-7.7). 

ss 3H Uridine 0.35 

RF . ./ 3H Ad.eno!3ine. 9'. 9 (7.6-1~.3) 

RF 3H' Urid:i.n'e · 2.4 

RI 3H Adenosine 1.5 (1.4-1.6) 

aEach sample was denatured by ·heating to 100°C for 2 min in l.mM EDTA 
then -rapidly cooled -to 0°C prior to digestion.with RNase. 

b . 
Numbers in parenthesis indicate _the range of values from at least 
two different RNA preparations •. Each value represents· the average 
of at least· triplicate determinations •. _ 
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FIGURE 15.· Poly(U) -Sepharose chromatography of HRV-14 intermediate 
RNA. species. 

Poly(U)-Sepharose columns.were prepared as described 
under Materials and Methods. HRV-14 intermediate 
RNA species isolated from infected cells labeled 
from 4 to 8 h pei. were dissolved in NETS buffer 
passed through the columns and eluted as shown. 1.0 
ml fractions were collected and radioactivity counted. 
(A) SS RNA, (B) RI RNA, (C) RF RNA ... 

c 
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RNA.containing _poly(A) 'irt'vitro. ·Figure 16 shows the.sucrose 
' - . . ' . ' . ·. ~ ' 

·sedimentation profile of· products. syn,thesize_d _by HRV-14 polymerase 

complex with- either [ 3H]ATP or -[ 3H.]GTP as. the labeled:· precursor_. As, 

can be seen from the sedimentation proffles very little- -HRV-14 specific-_ 

SS RNA is synthesized.irt vitro with either labeled triphosphate. Most 

of the labeled RNA appears in -the range of the RI: RNA,- as previously-

reported by others- (49,112). Label also ·appears in an undefined -low .. 

molecular_weight c.omponent. This may represent degraded RNA or incomJ?lete· 

nascent RNA chains released from . the R.r· RNA. -

To analyze·:i.n·V:itr~ ·RNA products for poly(A) conterit, crude:HRV-14 · . - . . 

polymerase comp1exes were incu.bat~d in a complete reaction mixture w·ith. 

[3H]ATP as.the labeled precursor. ·-viral.products labeled in'vitro were 

then separafed into RF RNA and.RI RNA by.LiCl:precipitation_and Sepharose--

. 2B chroma~ography. Poly(A) content ·was:: then determined by RNase digestion·-
. . . . ' . . . ' 

and confirmed by poly(U)-Sepharose chr~matographye The_ results are 

-presen:t~d in Table 10. · Th~ pol~(A) ·l~bel of' -the_ irt _:vitro RNAs . was 

considerably higher than RI or RF RNA-synthesized in·vivo as would be 

expected. It has been shown that the in-vitro polymerase complexes 

only elongate previou~ly.initiated nascent RNA-ch~ins (34,112). There

fore, the proportion· of.label in poly(A) would ·be higher:because of its 

presence at the 3 '.end of· :the RNA niolecu'le. The· in .-vitro laheled RF 

and RI RNAs were also bound to poly(U)-Sepha:rose to the same extent as 

the in vivo RF and RI RNA, confirming t_he synthesis of poly(A) in vitro 

(Table 10). 

The final series· of experiments on the mechanism· of polyadenylat-ion 

of HRV-14- RNA was an attempt to determine if HRV-14 intermediate RNAs 
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FIGURE 16 ~ Sucros€: gra.dient- sedimentation profil~ of HRV-14 RNA 
.species_ synthesized in vitro. 

Complete reaction mixtures containing either "[ 3H]ATP 
or [3H]GTP were incubated. at 34°C for 45 min, RNA was 
extracted arid sedimented through a-15-30% ·sucrose 
gradi~nt as described in Materials and Methods._ 1.2 

--~_mi fractions were collected and absorbance· tnonit_ored · 
at 254 nm. RNA·from each fraction·was precipitated 

-with- TCA, collected on glas·s_ fibre filter·s and cot1'nted •. 
. Symbols: RNA labeled using [ 3H.]ATP _-as the labeled. 
precursor ( 1-0) , . or using [ 3H] GTP ·. as the labeled. 
precursor (0-- -i). · ' 
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TABLE ·10 

RNase Resistance of [3H]ATP labeled·HRV-14 Products 
Synthesized in vitro. 

Percent Percent 
RNase Res·istantb Bound Unbound 

LiCl soluble (RF) 25.5 45 ·55 

LiCl insoluble (RI) .. 11.1 73 . 27 

aEach sample was denatured by· .. heating to 100°C for 2 min i.n 1 mM EDTA 
then rapidly cooled ~o 0°C ·prior t.o digestion with RNase • 

. bvalues represent the average of triplic.ate dete·rminations-
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contained a poly(U). ·sequence .ftom which .. poly (A) might . be transcribed. · 

Po):y(U) has been found . at the 5.' . end of the minus strand. of .:poliovirus· 
. ' 

RF _and Rl RNA {11_6, il7) • A search. for poly(ur sequen~es in . the RF + RI 

RNAs of human rhinovirus type 2 failed to· detec-t any p~ly(U) ·by 

chroma~ography··on poly(A)-Sepharos-e colu~ris (58) •. Poly(A)-Sepharose. 

columns were also chosen as a. means of detecting. poly(U) sequenc.es on. 

HRV-14 RNAs; however, all RNA . prep~ rations :were denatured .in the · · 

presence of excess unlabeled. poly(U) • __ The results are·. presented. in· 

Figure 17. [ 3H]-poly(U) control RNA is· compl~tely bound ·by the_ column· 

while [ 3H]AR. SS .HRV-14 RN~ which contains ·poly(A) is no't bound.·:· A · 

. ' 

mixture· of poliovirus RF + RI ·RNAs which have been shown .to contain . 

poly(U) sequenc~s. (116,117) 'were als,o tun as. a. control·· (Figure 17C) 
. . --- - ' 

and· as expected about .25% of the RNA wa$ bound,· corresponding roughly 

~~--·-,"'="-----_to_ __.t:he- ~ount. of minus .strand RNA'niolecules in. the preparation.· A 

mixture of .·32P-labeled HRV-14 RF. +··,RI RNA was chromatog:raphed (F_igure 

l7D) and i~ also-contained a fraction of RNA about 25%, that·w~s 

bound to the .poly(A)'..:.Sepharose. From these results it appeared that 

--HRV-..14 RF. · +· RI RNAs ~cintained .. poly(U)" .seq'uences •. · 

· The .. ·pbssibii'itf._'tha·t .. ·-the _d.enat~red: .RF + R;I>"RNA pr·eparat;i.ons may-·. 
.. -. ' ' . . . . ·.. . 

in -some __ way bind non-specifically ·to poly(A) -Seph~rose was ruled out· by 
"~. ~ . ' . . . . ' ' 

-' 

.. the:· _foll~wi~~- expe~ime~t.'< [ g·HlAR,. l~~~l.ed. HRV-14 ·RF. +· RI ·RNAs were· 

heat denatured in· 'the presence ·of either a large· excess. of poly(U) .or· .a 
. . ' 

larg'e exces~: oJ. poly(A), ·t:he~ cooled at robm te~peratur.'e_ for-_·one_ hour,· 
. . ' 

an~ chromatographed ~n poly(A) -Sephar.ose. The results are shown in 

~igure 18. When. HRV-14 RF + RI RNA was denatured in the presence of 

poly(U) (Figure 18A)' once ·agairi .about 25% of th:e RNA was: bound to the 



· F'IGURE 17. Poly(A) -Sepharose chromatography of viral intermediate 
RNA species·. 

Poly(A) -Sep.harose columns were prepared and washed as 
described in 'Materials and Hethods. (A) [ 3H]poly(U), 
(B) [ 3H]AR HRV-14 SS RNA, (C) [ 3H]AR poliovirus RF + 
RI _ RNAs, (D). 32P-HRV-llf RF + RI RNAs e All RNAs we-re 
heat denatured in the presence of 2 llg poly(U) , rapidly 
cooled and the necessary ci'omponents added to· achieve 
their respective concentrations in .2 M NETS. The 
RNAs were then applied to poly(A)-Sepharose columns 
and elut'ed as indicated. 1. 0 ml fractions were 
collected and radioactivity counted. 
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FI,GURE 18. Po1y(A) -Seph.qrose chromatography of HRV-1Ll RF + RI denatured 
in the presence of excess.po1y(U) br poly(A) . 

. I~H]AR HRV-14 RF ;. RI RNA was.heat.denatured in the presence 
of either (A) poly(U) (1'0 }lg/ml) or (B) poly(A) (20 11g/ml), 
rapidly cooled and. allowec:l'. to gradually warm to room " 
temperature. The RNA then remained at room temperature for 
1 h prior to chromatography on.poly(A)-Sepharose columns as 
in Figure 17. 
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poly(A)-Sepharose. However, when HRV~l4 RF + RI RNA was denatured in ·the 

presence of poly(A) none of the RNA .w.as bound by the column as would be 

expected if binding to the column required the presence of a free 

poly(U) sequence •. · Therefore, HRV-14 intermediate. RNAs contain poly(U) 

sequences of sufficient l~ngth to. bind to poly(A) -·Sepharose. 



DISCUSSION 

A.· ·characterization· of the Poly(A) · Sequerices Associated with HRV-14 RNA: 

Previous, s·tudies· oE HRV.:-14: and HRV- 2 .virion RNA ·have ·iri.di.cated that 

they contain poly(A) sequences (58,70). While only a rough estimate of 

the size of the HRV-14 poly(A) sequences was made (1), 110 attempt was 

made to determine the size of HRV-2 poly(A) sequences (58). The results 

obtained ·in this investigation show that poly(A) sequences of HRV-14 

virion RNA molecules are quite heterogeneous and-on the average 

approximately 160 nucleotides in length. The length _of the poly(A) was 

estimat;ed from: __ (1). . the percentage of [ 3H.]AR iabeled vire1l RNA 

resistant to pancreatic plus Tl RNa~es; . (2) ··the per.cent_age of 3 2P~·labeled 

-viral RNA resistant to the RNases; and (3) the electrophoretic mobility 

of poly(A)- sequences isolated from viral RNA.· 

All of the picornaviruses studied to date contain a poly(A) sequence 

in their RNA; however, the size of the poly(A) sequences varies 

considerably from subgroup to subgroup. Poliovirus RNA has a poly(A) 

sequence approximately ··go nucleotides long (114). Poly(A) sequences of 

Mengoviru~ (lOO) and Columbia SK virus (44) appear to be approximately 

20-50 nucleotides long. EMC virus RNA was or_igine1lly thought to lack 

an appreciably long poly(A) sequence (79), but recently it has be~n 

shown to have a poly(A) sequence about 20 nucleotides long (35). The 

presence of poly(A) sequences, and the variation in the size of these 

sequences between different su_bgroups of picorn·aviruses is also 

reflected in the base composition of their RNAs. The adenosine content 

for the various viral RNAs, on a molar percent basis, is :34-35% for 
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.rhinqvj.rus .. (14, 82), 29%. for poliovirus (97), 26% for .m~ngovirus (86) 

and 26% for EMC virus (15). Correspondingly, each of the. other· three 

bases is ·less than .. 25% of· each viral RNA (14,.t5,82_,86·,97).. Therefore, 

the poly(A) sequence of HRV~l4 RNA.is by far the· largest of arty of the 

picornaviruses studied to date. This large ·difference in poly(A) content · 

of HRV-14 RNA and the RNAs of other· picornavfruses 'ID:ight_ bear: on possible 

differences in the mechanism of polyadenylation of these RNAs, as will 

be discussed in detail later •. 

The ratio .of infectious to tofal particles is· much lower for 

rhinoviruses than for . other pic<?rnaviruses. For instance, the ratio for· 

HRV-14 is o.n the order of ·one to several . thousand while the ratio for 

po7.iovirus is one to several hundred (104) • Spector and Baltimore have 

shown that poly(A) is required for poliovirus RNA to be infectious (96). 

Therefore, it was considered a possibility that ... the reason why infectious 

. to· total par tiel~ ratio for HRV-14 was low ·was that a considerable 

fraction ofHR.V-14 molecules were lacking poly(A). The results.of the 

poly(U)-Sepharose binding studies of HRV-14 virion RNA shows ~hat this is. 

not the case since the majority of HRV-14 RNA molecules are polyaden;rlated 

(Table 3). 

·This study has also demonstrated that the poly(A) of HRV-14 ru~A is 
' . 

located at the 3 '-tenninus of the molecules. This was as expec-ted 

considering that·poly(A) is located at the. 3'-:-termini of all cellular and 

viral mP~As. that have been examined (13,53,109). However, it was still 

necessary to determine the location before inyes.t·igations .. on-

the mechanism(s) of ·HRV-14 polyadenylation could be made. 

v 
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B. ·.~echanism __ of · Cordycepin ·Inhibition __ of _P{cornavirus · __ Replication_: 

·The ·mechanism of. cordycepin sensitivity of virus replication was. 

st.ad:iLed initially because. it had· been suggested that· sensitivity to 

cordyc·epin may indicate non-transcriptive poly(A) synthesis (70,115). 

Th:is · smg·gestion was based on an observation by Darnell· et · al (18) that .. 

corciiycep.in preferentially inhibits non-transcriptive poly(A) synthesis 

in ill'iammalian cells. The observation that VSV poly(A) synthesis, which 

occmrs -only -under conditions required for viral RNA transcription, was 

not: i:nhi'bited by cordyc·epin (27 ,29,31), while other· viruses which 

appar:e·Btly acquire poly(A) non-transcriptively are inhibited by 

cordy,ce.p.in (44, 60 ,}2, 81) further supported the sugges.tion that the 

sensi:.ttivit_y to cordycepin might indicate a rion-transcriptive mode of 

poly{A) synthesis. 

There have been several reports in the literature that.poliovirus 

rep:ti,cation was insensitive to cordycepin (52, 7 4, 115) . . This corresponded 

very nicely to the evidence suggesting that poliovirus poly(A) sequences 

miglhltt he transcribed from a complimentary poly(U) sequence (116, 117) . 

Nair and ·Owens (70) observed that HRV-14 replication was inhibited by 

cord:y.o·e,pin, suggesting that HRV-1~.· poly(A) might be added on non-. . . 

traars.criptively. It was for this reason that it was decided to determine 

the mechanism by which cordycepin inhibited HRV-14 replication, to see 

if H.BR.V-1l4 .poly(A) synthesis was indeed inhibited while poliovirus poly(A) 

synttbesis was not .. 

iNnexpectedly, the present. study shows that replication of poliovirus 

type :2 is nearly as sensitive to cordycepin as· ·that of HRV-14, contrary. 

to wltu.a:t ·others have. reported (52, 115). These workers studied cordycepin 
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ac ti_on. on. poliovirus type 1 · grow~ng. in HeLa cell suspension . cul tur~s 

whereas in this study the action_of~cordycepin was measured.on poliovirus 

type 2 in HeLa.cell monolayer cultures. It is not known whether such 

differences would influence cordycepin.action on poliovirus replication, 

but it seems unlikely. In a . recent . report .. by· Dorsch-Hasler· et _· al (.22) 

the authors allude to the fact that poliovirus type -1 replication and 

RNA synthesis are also sensitive.to cordycepin; ·however, they did not 

present any data. 

Measurements of HRV-14 specific RNA synthesis'irt vivo showed that 

specific RNA synthesis was completely inhibited when cordycepin was 

added at 2, 5, or 7 h p.i. '(6, 3, or 1 h,·respectively, before the 

addition of label). When cordycepin was added at 0 h p.i. (8 h before 

label) there was some residual P~A synthesis. This residual RNA synthesis 

probably reflected partial metabolic inactivation of the drug during the 

long interval between the time the d~ug was added and the time of labelinge 

It has been shown that cellular enzymes are capable of deaminat~ng 3'dATP 

to 3'diTP (105). 

Similarly all.except a small fraction of poliovirus-specific RNA 

synthesis. is inhibited by addition of cordycepin at 0 or 2 h p.i. (3.5 .or 

1. 5 h, respectively before the addition or label (Table 6) .• Analysis of 

poliovirus single-stranded RNA synthesized in the presence of.cordycepin 

showed that poly(A) was still synthesized, indicating that poly(A) 

synthesis was no more sensitive to cordycepin than viral RNA synthesis 

. ·(Table 7). 

The fact that cordycepin can inhibit viral RNA synthesis is not without 

precedent. Nevins and Joklik-(72) have shown that cordycepin inhibits 
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· va.cc.inia mRNA synthesis apparently by inhibi.ting mRNA transcription, and 

does not: _preferenti.ally inhibit.poly(A) synthesis. They find that mRNA 

synthes'i.zed in ,the presence of cordycepin still contains poly(A) (72). 

However~ vaccinia virus RNA is transcribed from a DNA-template and poly{A) 

is synthesized by an enzyme distinct from the viral transcriptase '(66), 

while ·pj1cornavirus RNA transcription is from a RNA template (52) • 

Therefore., ii: may be co.ncluded that cordycepin is able to inhibit 

transcr:ip.ti-on of RNA from either DNA or RNA templates. 

S:inc:e cordycepin has been shown to . be phosphoryla t·ed in a variety 

. of mamma~lian cellR to cordycepin triphosphate (3 'dATP) ( 4 7, 56) it was 

decided :t.o use 3 'dATP in an iri'·vitro :viral RNA polymerase sys~em to . 

determine the ·mechanism by which_cordycepin inhibits viral RNA synthesis 

irt'vivo. 

~ When {"'H]ATP was used as the labeled precursor in the presence of the 

other three nucleoside triphosphates 3'dATP appeared to cause a slight 

inhibi·t.:icn ·of :in vitro specific [ 3H]A...11P incorporation. However, the 

mock infected cell enzyme preparation also showed an activity that was 

capab:le :of incorporating [ 3H]ATP ·into acid-precipitable material (Table 

8). This activity-was stimulated by 3'dATP and apparently masks 3'dATP 

inhibition of viral specific [3H]AMP incorporation in the prese~ce of 

all four nucleoside triphosphates. If one substracts the [ 3H]AMP 

incorpora.tion in the presence of 3'dATP by the mock -infected cell 

preparation from [ 3-H]AMP incorporation by the viral complexes in the 

presence ·of 3 '.dATP then it .~ppears that inhibition of viral-specific RNA 

·transcription is vir-tually complete (Table 8) • 

f3N]AMP incorporation in the absence of the other three nucleoside 

tr:i.phospha:tes .by both the viral polymerase complexes and the mock 
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infected . cell preparation was. es&entially equivalent (Tabte 8) • · Under 

these c~ndi-tions there was no detectable viral specific poly(A) 

polymerase activity capable of incorporat~ng ATP in the.absence of the 

other three nucleoside triphosphates. [ 3H[ATP incorporation in all three 

preparations was stimulated to the same extent by the· addition of 3'dAT~ 

in the absence or presence of the other three nucleoside tripho~phates. 

Cellular ATP incorporating activity associated with the crude membrane 

complex of HeLa cells has also been observed by others (22,98). Dorsh

Hasler et al (22) reported that the-activity is stimulated by Mn;~ and an 

oligo (d'I') primer. .The activity rep~rted h~re is also stimulated by Mn~ 

(data not shovm). Dorsh-Hasler·et·al have also shown that the activity 

can be separated from poliovirus polymerase ·by solubilization of the 

cellular membranes with de.tergents ( 22) • This activity is similar to the 

terminal adenylate transferase activity reported by Diez and Brawerman . 

. (21) in Chinese ::haD;lster: and mouse sarcoma 180 cells.· In addition Spector 

and Bal-.timore (98) have shown that this cellular terminal adenylate 

transferase activity is capable of addi~g short poly(A) sequences, 15-25 

nucleotides long,- to pre-existing viral and cytoplasmic RNA. 

This is the first ind:f_cation, however, that this cellular ATP 

incorporating activity is actually stimulated by 3'dATP in the presence 

of Hg++. The mechanism of this stimulation remains to be understood. It 

is. conceivable though that 3'dATP might inhibit a nuclease activ-ity which 

normally removes adenosine residues from poly(A) -(13,26). If so, the. 

observed stimulation may reflect a stabilization of the i.n·vitro product 

by 3'dATP. 
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.The results .presented· in this study . show that· 3 'dATP. inhibits [ 3H]GTP 

incorporation as well as [ 3H]ATP incorporation by the viral. polymerases 

as would be expected if 3'dATP inhibits·picornavirus·P.NA transcription. 

These results also rule out the possibility that~the.~echanism of· 

cordycepin inhibition of picornavirus RNA. synthesis was a secondary 

effect due to the inhibition of protein synthesis. 

The mechanfsm by which cordycepin inhibits poly(A) synthesis or RNA 

synthesis is u~clear. Tho.ugh not .well established by kinetic studies, 

competition between 3'dATP and ATP is strongly suggested from published 

data (70,80,93). From the structure of 3'dATP ·one would assume that RNA 

chain termination would result from incorporat.ion of 3' dAMP ;in· place of 

A}~.and subseq~ent failure to provide~ 3'-hydroxy~ group for the next 

incoming nucleotide thereby preyenting further chain elo.ngation 4 There 

is some evidence to support this theory.. Shigeura and Gordon (93). have 

studied the effect of 3'dATP.on the DNA-dependent RNA polymerase from 

Micrococcus lysodeikticus. They found that 3'dATP inhibited RNA 

transcription from a DNA template and poly(A) transcription from a 

poly(U) template but did not inhibit the transcription of poly(U) from 

a poly(A)·template indicating that 3'dATP specifically interferes with 

AMP incorporation (93). Shigeura and ·Boxer (92). have shovm that 
\ 

14c-3 'dATP was incorporated into RNA by ~- l.ysodeikticus RNA polymerase, 

subsequent alka1.ine hydrolysis of the RNA showed that all radioactivity 

was in the nucleoside fraction and none in the nucleotide fraction, 

strongly suggesting that 3'dAMP was incorporated into the terminal 

position of the RNA. 
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.Thi~ is jpst the opposite· of. the situation observed by: Mendecki 

· . et al ( 63): .. · They have shovm that in mouse sarcoma 1.80 cells,. &~A chains 

that have been ter~inated by cordycepin.contain as the 3l end residue 
) 

At·fP rather than 3'dAMP ·(63)'. They have postulated that 3'dATP ·inhi.bi.ts 

poly(A) synthesis by inhibiting initiation .rather than inhibiting 

elonga.t:iilll~/{~>;:r·-n;:t:~aai;tj.fen,~~~:.rMaa~J:e:.,: .. 'J.t al . (56) have shown that 3 'dATP is a 

relatively poor competitive inhibitor of'in vitro ATP polymerization by 

poly(A) polymerases of HeLa cells and maize, and is no more effective 

th~.n 2 '·-dATP, the normal precursor for DNA synthesis, in inhibiting RNA 

transcriptlon. 

Experiments utilizing poliovirus crude polymerase complexes indicate 

tha.t 3'dATP inhibition of picornaviral RNA synthesis in vitro is reversible 

when ATP is added along with the inhibit?r; however, GT:P has no effect· on 

3'dATP inhibition (Figures 8 and 9). Therefore, 3'dATP appears to be a 

specific competitive inhibitor of ATP incorporation. Since 3'dATP inhibits 

[ 3H]G:HP incorporation as well as [ 3H]AMP incorporation into RNA, it appears 

that the drug acts .to terminate chain elongation. Consistent with this 

proposal is the observation that poliovirus 35S SS RNA is the most severely 

inhibited.of the various viral RNA species labeled·in vitro (Figure 11). 

Inhibition of RNA chain initiation by 3'dATP as an alternative mechanism 

for its action (63) can be ruled out since it has been shmvn that 

picornavirus polymerases do not initiate RNA synthesis ·in vitr.o but 

merely elongate RNA chains previously initiated in vivo (34). 

It is not possible from the. results presented in this study to .' 

detenn.ine. whether or not 3 'dA11P is incorporated into the RNA chains. The 

obserVation that the inhibition could not be reversed with excess ATP 
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10 min- after addition of 3'dATP .. is consistent with incorporation of 

3'dAMP into RNA as well as ·with irreversible binding of 3'dATP to the 

·viral polymerase. Attempts' to distinguish between· these two mechanisms 

by pre-incubating the viral polyrnera~e complex with 3'dATP in the 

absence-of RNA synthesis and then allowing RNA synthesis to proceed in 

a large excess of ATP were unsuccessful.. So it remains to be determined 

if 3 'dAHP.'is :·in fact incorporated into the grow~ng viral RNA_ chain. 

C. Mechanism of·Polyadertylation of HRV-14 RNA: 

The results presented in this study" indicate that HRV-14 RF and RI 

RNAs .contain poly(U) sequences associated with the complimentary 
( 

minus-strand RNA. The presence of a poly(U) sequence in HRV-14 

intermediate RNA species along with the observation that all three 

HRV-14 in·termediate RNA species synthesized· in ·vivo contain poly(A) 

sequences is consis-tent with a transcriptional mechanism of HRV-14 

polyadenylation but do not rule out alternative mechanisms. Poly(A) 

may therefore be transcribed from a complimentary poly(U) s~quence 

present on the minus·-strand of the RI molecule by the viral RNA 

polymerase. 

Thismechanism of polya.denyla.tion is further supported by the 

observation that HRV-14 RF and RI RNAs synthesized-in vitro contain 

poly(A) sequences, indicating that the crude viral polymerase complex 

is capable of synthesizing poly(A) linked to viral RNA. The observation 

that there was no detectable' viral.:...specific poly(A) polymerase activity 

associated with the crude viral polymerase complex is also consistent 

with HRV-14 poly(A) being transcribed in the replication complex by 
.. 

the viral pol~nerase. 



.These results are in.accord with what has been.reported for 

poliovirus. Evidence from both.in·vivo and in-vitro-experiments 

strongly s1.1:ggests that.the poly(A) of.poliovirus plus-strand RNA is 

directly transcribed from poly(U) sequences located at the 5' end of 

.minus-strand RNA present in the poliovirus· RI RNA (22,97 ,·98,115,116). 

Sawicki and Gomatos (83) also have reported the presence of a poly(U) 

sequence attached to the minus--strand RNA of Semliki. Forest virus, an 

alphavi!us whose genome RNA also serves as mRNA in the host cell. 

The presence of a poly(U) sequence in HRV-14 minus-strand RNA is 
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in direct opposition to what Macne1:ughton and Dimmock (58) haye reported 

for HRV-2 RF and RI RNAs. They also used poly(A)-Sepharose chromatography 

to detect poly(U) sequences. However, they did not denature the·· RF 

and RI RNAs prior to chroma~ography and for that reason probably failed 

to· detect poly(U) because of base pairing to the poly(A) of the plus-strand 

RNA. The reason why undenatured rhinovirus RF or RI RNAs hybridizes to 

poly(U)-Sepharose· columns is not known but may.be due to one or both 

of the following .-;possibilities. Fi:t;"st, it is known that poly(A) is capable 

of fC?rming a triple helical structure with two strands of poly(U); ·the 

reverse, .however, does not occur; .!.·~· a triple helix is. not formed with 

two poly(A) strands and one poly(U) strand (106). Secondly, the poly(A) 

sequences of both poliovirus and Semliki Fares~ virus are longer than the 

complimentary poly(U) sequence (83,97,99,115). The same may hold t~ue 

for thinoviruses; therefore~ the free poly(A) region_might be available 

to bind to poly(U)-Sepharose, whereas there would be no free poly(U) 

sequences to bind to poly(A)-Sepharose:. This may indeed be the case· 

since· in this study denaturation of.viral RNA in the presence of excess-



cold poly(A) completely prevents any HRV-14 RF + RI RNA from bind~ng 

to poly(A)-Sepharose. 

The results.of this.study also contradict two other.observations 

concerning HRV-2 RNAs. Macnaughtort:et·al .(57) have reported that 

synthesis of HRV-2 double-stranded RF RNA in HeLa cells requires the 

presenC:e of act-D. The results presented here (~igure 12) however, 

show that HRV-14 RF RNA· is synthesized either in,.the presence or 

abserice of act-D. The secorid difference between HRV-2 and HRV-14 

concerns the ·extent of polyadenylat'ion in. the intermediate RNA species 

of the two rhinoviruses. Similar toHRV-14 virion RNA, about 80% of 

HRV.-14 SS and RI RNAs (Figure 15),. and about 50% of ·HRV-14 RF .. RNA ... birid 

to poly(U)-Sepharose. This· is in contrast to what Macnall;ghton and 

D;i.nunock.(58) have reported· for HRV-2 intermediate RNAs isolated from 

infected HeLa cells-e THey find that only about 10% of SS RNA and 
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about 30% RF and RI RNAs were·capable of binding to o~igo (dT) cellulose 

(59) . The apparent· differences in the proportion of .intermediate RNAs 

of the ·two viruses that are polyadenylated are not due to a difference in 

the capability of oligo (dT) cellulose to bind viral specific RNAs,.since 

approximately 70% of HRV-2 v.irion RNA was bound to the oligo· (dT) 

cellulose and about 70% of HRV-2 RF and RI RNAs synthesized in human 

embryonic lung cells was bound to oligo (dT) cellulose (59) . 

There is no simple explanation for these differences. They may 

reflect·a difference in the strains of HeLa ·cells used or a fundamental 

difference between the two rhinovirus serotypes. Unlike the three 

diffeFent serotypes of poliovirus which have considerable homology in 

their genomes (30-50%) (118), the rhinoviruses haye little or no RNA 
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homo~ogy.(113); ;in addition~ various .rhinoviruses also differ.considerably 

in their buoyant densities in cesium chlor.ide '(82). These observations 

raise the possibility of divergent· or_igins ·of the r:hinoviruses, despite 

many common physiochemical and bio~ogical properties· (52)·. . Therefore, 

it is P<?Ssible that HRV...,.l4 and HRV-2 may differ sl_ightly in their. mode 

of RNA replication which is reflected in the difference in the.mode Cl;nd 

extent of poly.adenylation of the various iritermediate RNAs of the two 

viruses. 

Even though poly(U) is present in HRV-14 RI.RNA two related 

observations concern~ng the polyadenylation of HRV-14 are.difficult to 

reconcile with a transcriptive mode of polyade~ylation. The original 

observation of Nair and Owens (70) showing .that the proportion of [%]AMP 

residues tn the poly(~) portion of rhin.ovirus RNA was 7 .Lt% when the 

infected culture was labeled with [3H]AR from 0 h p.i. but only 4.6% · 

when labeled from 6 h p.i. (when this ,experiment was repeated during 

the course of this investigation, values of 8.6 and 4.1% were obtained 

for the RNase-resistant fraction of [ 3H]AMP residues in rhinovirus RNA, 
\ 

-~~reBpoilding to the two intervals of labeling) was interpreted to 
~----
~ suggest possible ligation .of preformed poly.(A) to rhinoviru$ RNA (70). 

These results might be explained by the alternate assumption that HRV-14 

RNA synthesized early have mt.ich larger poly(A) sequences than viral RNA. 

synthesized later in infection. Since only 10-15%.of viral RNA is 

synthesized within the first 6 h of infection (32,87) the poly(A) 

sequences synthesized during this time would have to be greater than 

1000 nucleotides long to account for the observed doubling of label in 

the poly(A) portion of viral RNA. From the polya~rylamide gel 
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electrophoresis ·profiles of HRV-14. poly(A) sequences· determined duri.ng 

the course of this. investigation it is apparent that a substantial 

fraction of the poly(A) sequences are·J.arger than 90 nucleotides in. length 

. but. it is not possible to determine the exact size of the' la.rgest sequences 

(Figure 1) . It is also clear that the poly(A) sequences are very 

heterogeneous in Teng'th •. :rThese observ~:ti~~~ are not compatible with strict 

transcriptional mode of polyadenylation. 

. The large heterogeneity of HRV-14 poly(A) sizes ~ight be explained 

however, by a combination of transcriptional and post-transcriptional 

poly(A) :sythres:i:s. Poly(A) of a l~ngth equal t.o that of the poly(U) 

sequenc~ might be transcribed by the viral polymerase. Additional adenylic 

acid residues might then be added on by terminal addition by a cellular 

or viral terminal riboadenylate transferase. Evidence presente·d in this 

study and by others (22, 98) has ·shown that such an activity does exist in 

HeLa cells and that it is capable· of adding 15-25 nucleotides to the end 

of pre-existing poly(A) s·equences (98) ~ Another mechanism to explain the 

heterogeneity of poly(A) sizes which has been postulated for.poliovirus 

(22,-98) involves slippage of the poly(A) over poly(U) sequences on the 

minus-strand .by a mechanism similar to that reported for the.Escherichia 

coli DNA-dependent .RNA polymerase system (16) • 

Evidence presented in this study and the results of studies on 

poliovirus (22,98) and Semliki Forest virus (83) seem to indicate that 

the presen~e of poly(U) sequences and th~refore the possib{lity of a 

transcriptive mechanism of polyadenylation may be a factor common to all 

plus-strand RNA viruses, that is, picornaviruses and togaviruses. It is· 

not .p·ossible, however, to rule out alternative mechanisms of polyadenylation 



and indeed.there may be a significant amount of post-transcriptional 

polyadenylation of picornaviral RNAs by cellular terminal riboadenylate 

transferases. 

I 
I 

! 
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SUMMARY 

The results obtained during. the·. course of this study have, confirmed 

and expanded upon the o~iginal obserVation of Nair_ and Owens that 

rhinovirus type 14 RNA contains a poly(A) sequence. The poly(A) sequence. 

is located at the 3' end of the RNA molecule as determined by enzymatic 

removal with polynucleotide phosphorylase. Polyacrylamide gel 

electrophoresi~ of poly(A) sequences isolated from viral RNA indicate 

they are heterogeneous in .length·. and. consist on the average of 

approximately 160 nucleotides. · The majority of rhinovirus RNA molecu.les 

are polyadenylated· as estimated by binding to poly(U)-Sepharose. 

Cordycepin, known to inhibit rhinovirus replication, was found to 

inhibit the replication of poliovirus type· 2,: :contrary ·:t;:o .reports ·:by ·:other 

investigators. Inhibition of viral replication is due to a specif:i.c 

inhibition of viral RNA synthesis as shown by experiments-in vivo and 

·in vitro. The inhibition of RNA synthesis is caused by specific· 

competi_tion between. 3 'dATP and ATP resulting in termination of RNA. chain 

elongation. This.may.be due to either incorpqration of 3'dAMP into the 

growing RNA chain and the resulting lack of a.free 3' hydroxyl group 

needed for RNA chain growth or due to an irreversible binding of 3'dATP 

to the viral polymerase. 

Rhinovirus specific intermediate RNA species isolated from infected 

cells or synthesized in vitro contain poly(A) sequences. No evidence 

could be obtained for a viral specific poly(A) polymerase associated 

with the crude viral polymerase complex, indicating that viral poly(A) 

synthesis might be a function of the viral polymerase itself • 

. . 85 
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Finally,,. thj.s study has presented· evidence that like poliovirus 

and Semliki Forest virus, rhinovirus intermediate RNA species apparently 

contain a poly(U) sequence associated with the complimentary ·minus RNA 

strand. This· suggests that rhinovirus/~~.· may transcribe poly(A) from 

a complimentary. poly(U) sequence. 
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APPENDIX 

Replication of Picornavirus RNA: 

Picornaviruses are small s~ngle~stranded RNA viruses whose genome 

RNA also serves as mRNA and according to convention is designated a.s 

the plus strand(. 8 .}. The first.step _in the replication of picornavirus 

RNA occurs after the RNA has been unc.o.ated in· the cytoplasm of the host 

cell. The.~released viral mRNA is then translated by the host cell 

protein synthesizing machinery into a sinple large protein which is 

subsequently· cleaved into the various smaller viral proteins of which 

one or more serve as viral polymerase(s) . The polymerase(sY then 

· utilize the parental RNA molecule as a template for the synthes'i.s of 

complimentary or minus strand RNA. The mechanism by which the parental 

RNA serves as both mRNA and template RNA is unknown at this time. The 

negative strand RNA then serves as a template for the synthesis of 

additional plus strand RNA and the process continues (52). 

It is believed that synthesis of viral RNA occurs in "Replication 

ConipJexesH:--which are ~omplexes of viral RNA and viral polymerase(s) 
~ 

as~ociated .w·ith various proteins arid smooth cytoplasmic membranes (34). 

·In these complexes exists the viral replicative.intennediate (RI) which 

consist of a complete plus or' minus strand RNA on which viral polymerase 

molecules transcribe several complimentary RNA strands simultaneously. 

The ruajor~ty of these Ris consist of a. complete-minus strand from 
. 

which plus strand genome RNA is synthe~ized (p.ositive RI). However, it 

has been estimated that between 5 and 10% of the RI molecules contain 

a contplete plus strand RNA as template from which minus strand RJ.'JA is 
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transcribed (negative RI) (9). It is currently believed .that picornavirus 

RNA .replication occurs by a semiconservative mechanism, i.~. as new 

plus strands are transcribed against a conserved minus strand they 

displace existing plus strands which are only hydrogen bonded to the 

template by a· few bases. 

From picornavirus infected cells it is possible to extract three 

viral-specific RNA species; single-strand (SS) RNA, double-strand RNA 

known as replicative form (RF), and partially single-strand partially 

double-stranded replicative intermediate (RI) RNA which appears to be 

a reflection of th~ native intracellular component of the replication 

complex (5:2) • 

If one follows the fate of all three of these RNA species through 

the course of a typical picornavirus infection ·cycle, RF accumulates 

·at a slow but constant rate through the entire cycle. RI is the most 

rapidly labeled RNA; however, after reaching a plateau quickly its 

synthesis l~vels off. SS RNA appears after RI and RF but accumulates 

most rapidly during most of the infection cycle and only declines 

towards the end (32, Z3., ~?:) . The kinetics of synthesis indi.cate that 

RI is the· precursor to production of SS RNA, and that RF might be a 

·by-product and not necessarily a ~elevant replicative RNA (34, }.3). 

It is possible to prepare crude picornavirus replication complexes 

from infected cell cytoplasm. Thes~ complexes appear to carry out 

reactions which are similar to what occurs in vivo. The three viral 

RNA species are labeled in vitro and the sequence of labeling appears to 

be the same as in vivo ('34,, JJ)); however~ the polymerase complexes can 

only .. elongate previously initiated nascent RNA chains (20,.34.>49). It 



was.throQgh.the use.of .these crude polymerase complexes that the 

. precursor-product relationship of RI and SS RNAs was confirmed 

( 34 ' . _6_2,.) • 
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